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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, economic theory has gained increasing influence in legal thinking, political theory, and public policy. This article argues that the popular characterization of economics as “value-neutral” obscures the fact that there are fundamental value judgments in any framework influenced by economics. Acknowledging this fact will shift the terms of the debate: instead of a “neutral” policy and one that “imposes values,” we see that both policies in fact entail value imposition to some extent. The public discourse is thus rendered more intellectually honest.

The article progresses in three parts. First, I describe the concept of “merit goods.” This concept, introduced fifty years ago, has met with resistance from traditional economists because it justifies interfering with individuals’ preferences and imposing values, something that neoclassical economic theory ostensibly rejects. Second, I show that the merit goods concept nonetheless can be used to clarify U.S. Supreme Court cases regarding regulatory takings, indicating that value imposition is not just a theoretical matter. Indeed, Justice Scalia’s reasoning in *Lucas* is flawed precisely because it conflates public goods and merit goods and assumes
value-centrality is possible. Finally, I survey the writings of Hayek, Nozick, Buchanan, and Posner to show that even those authors who claim to be true to the principles of economics nonetheless have elements in their theory that involve imposition of certain values—that is, their theories involve merit goods and law.

Merit goods, then, enrich those scholars’ theories, properly describe constitutional reality, and add a needed dimension to economics.

II. OUTLINING THE PROBLEM

In Haddonfield, New Jersey, the main street bustles on a Friday afternoon. Families eat lunch, young couples enjoy a stroll, and a group of teenagers converges on the town square for (what we hope is) some good, clean fun. Jewelry stores, antique shops, and sidewalk cafés are preparing for the early evening rush. But very few lawyers, accountants, or insurance agents are returning from lunch. In fact, no service-sector employees work on the first floor of any building on Kings Highway—a town ordinance passed in the mid-1990s prohibits it. Deciding that sidewalk pedestrian traffic was something that the community should value, the Haddonfield Town Council has required since then that all first-floor storefronts on Kings Highway be walk-up retail establishments.

Many people complain that there is a significant housing shortage in northwest Washington, D.C. Rent prices are almost unbearably high, and even the relatively affluent neighborhoods hear grumblings about the need for rent control laws. Universities are harshly scrutinized when they wish to expand student enrollment, and finding on-campus housing has been a problem. Why, then, does not a large realtor build a thirty-story apartment building? Supply would increase, prices would drop, businesses would make money, and all parties would be happy. The only catch is a century-old law that prohibits buildings in the District of Columbia any taller than the Capitol Building and Washington Monument. Residential and commercial shortages of space, Congress decided, are the price we must pay so that the area may have a unique skyline.

---

2. Id.
4. See NCPC-Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital: Federal Elements,
This article is premised on a simple notion: that any policy, no matter how “neutral” it might seem, inevitably requires imposing one set of values on society over another. If this is true, then our public discourse—about law, economics, and politics—will be more open and intellectually honest if we acknowledge and debate the merits of those values instead of pretending that some policies are “value-laden” while others are “value-neutral.”

The preceding examples show how laws can very explicitly affect what choices individuals may or may not make. In these cases, the laws interfere with an individual's right to use her property as she wishes. But on what grounds does such interference take place? Indeed, who knows better than a given individual what is best for her?

Broad questions like these have been debated for centuries, and it is not my intention to resolve them now. However, one fact on which most people can agree is that certain government policies do interfere, to a greater or lesser extent, with the preferences of certain members of the polity.

There are then two ways to proceed. First, we could deny that policies such as these are widespread and, to the extent that they are, advocate their elimination. I take this to be fundamentally unfeasible. Doing so would not only overhaul the nature of our political system but also likely be rejected by our citizenry. One need only look at the overwhelming support for publicly subsidizing the arts to realize that Americans generally favor coercive governmental action for some higher, nobler, or more altruistic “good.” The extreme individualist might argue that the fact that citizens favor interference doesn’t make it right; the moral issue at stake is that interference is bad and therefore those policies ought to be eliminated. Of course, this brings us right back to the problem of imposition since, paradoxically, we would have to interfere with the wishes of a significant portion of our population toward the purported goal of reducing interference. Moreover, as I demonstrate later in this article, even the libertarian position of market-based noninterference nonetheless requires imposition of certain values.

On the other hand, we could provide a means for conceptualizing the policy problems that the existing theoretical framework does not


capture. Specifically, there are particular strains of legal and political theory—those that enjoy very strong influence today—that place a very high value on individual liberty, autonomy, and free market economic policies. Since interference with individuals’ preferences exists, and since many people seem to want it to exist, those theories must, to some extent, be considered incomplete or limited.

I have very loosely alluded several times now to “theory.” But where and why exactly does “theory” conflict with imposed preferences? We can start with economics, where the clash between individuals’ right to choose and imposed preferences are manifested most starkly. Classical economic theory is predicated on the assumption that individuals are self-interested, utility-maximizing, rational actors. Even when action is collective, as in the pure public goods argument, an economist would argue that individuals are only acting as a group to maximize their particular utilities.

By and large, our economic reality bears this out. We have a free market system at work, and the regulations that we do have are generally defended as necessary for the operation of the market. In cases where individuals’ action is somehow limited, cases generally hold that those individuals should be compensated for their inconvenience. Thus, even if a collective decision is made to build a road through a person’s property, he is compensated at fair market value for the property he lost. Most importantly, there is no net loss of utility, and economic efficiency is honored.

6. A Pareto-optimal solution is one that, at a minimum, makes no one worse off and one person better off, thus moving society to a higher point of economic efficiency. Generally, when I use the phrase “economic efficiency” in this article, I am referring to Pareto efficiency. There is also an alternative formulation of economic efficiency: Kaldor-Hicks efficiency. By this formulation, a policy is efficient if the net gains to the “winners” are greater in magnitude than the net losses to the “losers.” Thus, the winners could compensate the losers to eliminate their loss while still being better off themselves. But under the Kaldor-Hicks formulation, compensation in fact is not necessary. While many policies are defended as “efficient,” their advocates are usually thinking of Kaldor-Hicks efficiency, not Pareto efficiency. But the Kaldor-Hicks formulation, while hailed as simpler, has its own problems. It is often difficult, if not impossible, to know the full range of costs and benefits of a certain policy, meaning it is nearly impossible to tell if a policy satisfies the Kaldor-Hicks criterion. “Efficiency” then becomes a shibboleth at best, deceptive at worst. Since the ideas of voluntary exchange and consumer sovereignty are at the heart of economic theory, I employ the concept of Pareto-optimality in this article. See generally Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 10–16 (6th ed. 2003) (explaining the terms and theories of economic efficiency). The classic defense of Pareto-optimality for social welfare maximization is given by Francis M. Bator. See generally Francis M. Bator, The Simple Analytics of Welfare Maximization, 47 Am. Econ. Rev. 22 (1957) (arguing that a benefit to society can be realized through a single individual). The classic treatment of public goods is given in Paul Samuelson, The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure, 36 Rev. Econ. & Stat. 387 (1954).
We can now move from economic theory to the focus of this article, legal and political theory. Law and politics are, after all, the institutional mechanism by which economic (and all other) policy decisions are made and carried out. The question of interference, originally cast in economic terms, is therefore extremely important in law as well. Specifically, certain strains of liberal democratic theory, including those most prevalent in the United States, are strongly influenced by market economics and individualism. Such liberals, including Friedrich Hayek, Robert Nozick, and James Buchanan, hold the individual’s right to free choice to be paramount. Moreover, there is a very strong way in which these authors use economic tools, economic frameworks, and economic theory all as political tools. I certainly do not want to paint liberal democratic theorists with the same brush. Indeed, the development in the literature since Hayek’s, or even Nozick’s time, is considerable. For example, Rawlsian liberalism appears to allow a significant theoretical space for policies that do not categorically uphold autonomy (for example, the difference principle favors those that are worse off at the expense of those better off). However, individualism still runs deep in American society and has a long and exalted history in our country. Examples range far and wide, from Tocqueville’s observations of the “rugged individualist,” to Emerson’s essay on self-reliance, to contemporary advertisements for an “Army of One.” As long as America considers herself to be a “nation of individuals,” a gap exists between theory and reality that must be addressed.

At this point, a note about wording is in order. In this article, I refer repeatedly to the distinction between left- and right-liberalism. This dichotomy largely follows the one put forth by Louis Hartz in his book, THE LIBERAL TRADITION IN AMERICA. Hartz writes that “the right in America . . . exemplifies the tradition of the big propertied liberalism in Europe . . . . [It] . . . embraces loosely the English

---


8. See, e.g., FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK, THE ROAD TO SERFDOM (1944); ROBERT NOZICK, ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA (1974); JAMES M. BUCHANAN & GORDON TULLOCK, THE CALCULUS OF CONSENT: LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY (1962). This issue will be discussed in considerable detail in Part V, infra.


Presbyterian and the English Whig, the French Girondin and the French Liberal . . . .”\textsuperscript{11} This tradition, he says, has as one of its characteristic features, the fact that it “loves capitalism.”\textsuperscript{12} To refer to these liberal democratic theorists, I use the term right-liberal. However, in contemporary parlance, it is not uncommon to call these theorists neoliberals, libertarians, or even conservatives (the latter two largely in the United States and the first largely in Europe). However, it is appropriate to consider all of these authors “liberal” insofar as they all follow the tradition of authors like Locke and Mill. Hayek, for example, traces his theory directly back to Adam Smith and John Locke.

In contrast, left-liberals are those for whom the European “petit-bourgeois” is a starting point. Hartz notes that while the American tradition is considerably more complicated—for example, it included both the peasantry and the proletariat into its structure—“the basic correlation remains a sound one.”\textsuperscript{13} Thus, left-liberals, including John Rawls, are those who are less strongly influenced by market process and are more concerned with outcomes of the political system, rather than processes.

The problem is fairly well outlined: while certain types of legal and political theory, including those particularly prevalent in our society, value individual choice and freedom, there are many needed policies that do just the opposite. The task for political theory is now to examine how those policies can be justified.

The issue is especially important in law. Over the past few decades, law and economic scholarship has become progressively influential in legal academia. Richard Posner’s famous positivist thesis, that the common law was actually geared toward economic efficiency, was a watershed moment; since then, a variety of prominent scholars have increased the profile of law and economics.\textsuperscript{14} These and other scholars generally adopt the basic tenets of economics: that voluntary choice should be at the heart of policy and that legal rules should be oriented toward utility maximization.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{11} Id. at 15.
\textsuperscript{12} Id.
\textsuperscript{13} Id. at 15–16.
\textsuperscript{14} Some of the most prominent scholars include Judges Richard A. Posner and Frank Easterbrook, William Landes, Gary Becker, and Ronald Coase, all associated with the University of Chicago; Lewis Kaplow and Steven Shavell of the Harvard Law School; Mitchell Polinsky at Stanford; and Judge Guido Calabresi of the Second Circuit, affiliated with Yale.
\textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., LOUIS KAPLOW & STEVEN SHAVELL, FAIRNESS VERSUS WELFARE 3–4
But most of these (and other similar) scholars tend to assume that legal rules can be value-neutral, a claim that I categorically reject. At the most basic level, all market mechanisms involve value imposition. Indeed, as has been ably pointed out by many (and for many years), it is not an “unregulated” market that economists advocate, but rather a market functioning under nineteenth century common-law definitions of contract, property, and tort. Value judgments—indeed, about precisely what “fairness” conditions are necessary to promote “welfare”—thus underlie any conception of the market.

But the issue runs deeper. Even if the value judgments establishing the market are assumed away, there are nonetheless (2002), in which the authors argue that “legal rules should be selected entirely with respect to their effects on the well-being of individuals in society. This position implies that notions of fairness like corrective justice should receive no independent weight in the assessment of legal rules.”


Robert Hale, three-quarters of a century ago, challenged the categories and claimed, in effect, that the idea that there is such a thing as a “free” market is itself illusion:

[T]he systems advocated by professed upholders of laissez-faire are in reality permeated with coercive restrictions of individual freedom, and with restrictions, moreover, out of conformity with any formula of “equal opportunity” or of “preserving the equal rights of others.” Some sort of coercive restriction of individuals . . . is absolutely unavoidable . . . .

Recognizing the category error that Hale identified has since become a staple of critical legal scholarship. As Jamie Boyle recently summarized:

Without the rules of contract, tort, and property there would not be a market. Barring a belief in classical legal thought, how could we claim that the particular set of (common law?) rules found in this country at this time is any more natural, or nonregulatory than the rules imposed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)? . . . [R]ead much of the economic literature, one might imagine that the legal system came with preset, default positions. “Protect owners against physical invasion of land, allow formation of contracts when information is concealed, nullify contracts where lies are told . . . .” But this is silly. The choice is not between “regulated” and “unregulated” but between different kinds of regulation.

The fact that this categorical error is well known in critical circles has not made it any less (and has perhaps helped to ensure that it has remained) unfamiliar among most legal scholars and policymakers. (citations omitted).

See also Joseph E. Stiglitz, Whither Reform? Ten Years of the Transition, in World Bank Annual Bank Conference on Development Economics, Washington, D.C. April 28–30, 1999 (describing the background institutional mechanisms that must be in place for a market to function); see also Wilfried Ver Eecke, The Concept of a “Merit Good” The Ethical Dimension in Economic Theory and the History of Economic Thought or the Transformation of Economics Into Socio-Economics, 27 J. Socio-Econ. 133, 138–40 (1998) (describing the background institutional mechanisms that must be in place for a market to function).
policies in law and in economics that exhibit interference with the consumer sovereignty norm and, by extension, involve value judgments. Finally, even if those policies are bracketed off, the libertarian and economic-minded scholars themselves advocate policies that involve interference with consumers’ preferences. Taken together, all of these suggest that “value-neutrality” in establishing legal rules is impossible, and legal, economic, and political discourse can be rendered more open and intellectually honest if scholars are forced to articulate and explicitly defend the values at play in their policy proposal. Indeed, faced with a decision between a policy that promotes freedom and one that invites coercion, most of us would intuitively choose the former. This article aims to show that, if both policies in fact involve coercion, neither presumptively or intuitively “trumps,” and more debate is needed.

In this article, I argue that the concept of merit goods—which explicitly allows for interference in market mechanisms to make value judgments—can be applied to legal issues to show a significant limitation in the theories of right-liberals and legal economists who seek to apply free market ideals to the law. In doing so, I demonstrate that the concept of merit goods allows democratic theorists to retain the assumptions, unit of analysis, and explanatory power of economic theory, while demonstrating the shortcoming of certain theoretical prescriptions. I do this by explicating the concept of merit goods, applying it to clarify Supreme Court doctrine relating to regulatory takings, and situating the concept in political and legal theory.

The task thus proceeds on two fronts. On the one hand, I argue that the only way to understand certain policies in our society, such as the regulatory takings doctrine, is by recognizing the values that underlie those policies, which the merit goods concept illuminates. But there are those scholars who would argue that those policies are themselves illegitimate. Thus, the next task—undertaken in Part V—shows that even those authors who rely on economics themselves promote theories that involve imposition of certain values. They do this, not because they are untrue to their own theories, but because it is impossible not to do so.

The merit goods concept is best fit for my analysis because it was

---

17. In this article I will use, and cite economists who use, the term “normative.” Economists often distinguish between “positive” and “normative” economics—that is, the empirical science and the prescriptive. Thus, when I refer to the prescriptions of economic theory, I am referring to what an economist would call “normative economics.” Note, however, that one need not necessarily accept the assumptions of economics to accept the merit goods argument. See infra notes 91, 299 and accompanying text.
born when an economist was puzzling over the problem of interference with consumer sovereignty and therefore, most aptly describes the policies I address. In his 1957 article, *A Multiple Theory of Budget Determination*, Richard A. Musgrave wrote that “[w]here interference with individual preferences is desired, our schema must be expanded. Such wants . . . I refer to as merit wants.” This relatively simplistic definition spawned a significant corpus of literature on the subject of merit goods. Specifically, authors debated (and in some cases are still debating) the legitimacy of a concept that directly contradicts the assumptions and underpinnings of economic theory. Their reactions varied widely, from rejecting the new concept, to limiting it, to redefining it, to even expanding it. In the first section, I will show that the concept of merit goods inherently involves a value judgment on the part of public authorities, a phenomenon for which legal theorists, insofar as they are influenced by economics, cannot account.

Furthermore, other authors—from Nobel laureate economists, to political scientists, to philosophers—have written about policies ranging from famine relief, to birth control, to education that present clear interferences with individual preferences. The concept of merit goods, which provides a theoretical basis for such interference, justifies their analyses. As such, I will argue that merit goods are the best tools with which to address, and ultimately justify, the interferences with which we are concerned.

Therefore, Part III of this article deals exclusively with the merit goods concept. I begin by providing a comprehensive definition of the concept used throughout the rest of this paper. Then I trace the development of the concept over the past five decades. At the end of the section, I demonstrate that the issue of value judgments is one that economic theory, on its own terms, is unable to handle. Merit goods, at first economic phenomenon, are therefore a necessity in our legal

18. Richard A. Musgrave, *A Multiple Theory of Budget Determination*, 17 FINANZARCHIV 333, 341 (1957). Many authors use the term “merit wants,” while I use the term “merit goods.” These are interchangeable. Similarly, “public wants” and “public goods” are interchangeable while referencing nonexclusive goods that are provided Pareto-optimally (I will use public goods).

19. For a summary of the applicability of the merit goods argument to these other disciplines, see Goutam U. Jois, *Consumer Sovereignty Re-examined: Applications of the Merit Goods Argument*, in REAL-WORLD ECONOMICS (Edward Fullbrook, ed. forthcoming 2006) (on file with author) available at http://www.paecon.net/PAEReview/issue19/Jois19.htm. This chapter not only illustrates the justifications for the interferences outlined above but also shows that the merit goods concept is inherently interdisciplinary.
and political discourse as well. Part IV applies the merit goods concept to a legal issue. I examine regulatory takings jurisprudence because the interference entails limiting what individuals are permitted to do with private property. While interference can, and certainly does, take many other forms, I believe this form to be of particular interest. Liberal scholars from John Locke and Adam Smith to the present hold private property to be one of the most fundamental rights of individuals. By showing how the merit goods argument explains regulatory takings case law, I show that the concept has important applications in our legal reality. Moreover, this is a “threshold case” for merit goods analysis. If the concept is applicable against interference with the right to property, it would seem that other cases of interference could be similarly justified. This case study will be the focus of Part IV.

Part V shows how merit goods situate themselves against libertarians’ use of free market economics as a tool of legal and political theory. Interestingly, merit goods are a problem only in democracies. It seems intuitive that both liberals and conservatives who sought to limit popular participation would have no problem with the concept; indeed, merit goods might provide a theoretical home for their policies. However, liberals who value some degree of participation and autonomy will have a harder time accepting a concept that, at least on its face, directly attacks those norms. This fact becomes worrisome for some writers; Musgrave, for example, notes repeatedly that the concept of merit goods opens the door to abuse by a malicious regime. Of course, the possibility of abuse exists to some degree in virtually all theories; this is by no means a sufficient reason to reject the concept out of hand. Thus, in the final section, I present the libertarian’s position as a contrast to the concept of merit goods. Then I will show how merit goods reasoning is nonetheless implicit in these authors’ theories.

Part VI concludes.

Before beginning, I want to make explicit a very important underpinning to my study. When legal rules are put forth—for example, environmental regulation or health care—that clearly violate
the paramount economic norm of efficiency, proponents of that policy are unable to engage in dialogue with economists on the subject. Indeed, the hegemony of economics in the social sciences can be seen in the application of microeconomic theory to everything from pollution control, to racial discrimination, to sex and marriage. 21 Now more than ever, legal rules must acknowledge, if not engage, economics.

This is necessary for two reasons. First, the economist does not have an adequate theoretical apparatus with which to advocate policies that might be inefficient but otherwise necessary. Second, and more important for our purposes, legal theory is unable to engage and ultimately refute economists’ claims holding efficiency to be the exclusive goal of public policy. In a sense, economic theorists and legal theorists are speaking two different “languages.” But since law provides the institutional mechanism for application of economic prescriptions, 22 legal theorists must be able to refute economic arguments on their own terms. Earlier I commented that American society is infused with strongly individualistic beliefs. Similarly, American legal processes are (to a much greater extent than in other countries) infused with strongly individualistic economic beliefs. 23 Our distinction between left- and right-liberalism becomes important once again. First, right-liberals’ theories will be made more intellectually honest by recognizing the concept of merit goods. But the concept will also provide a meaningful mechanism through which left-liberal theorists can advocate politically and economically acceptable interferences with individuals’ preferences.

The merit goods concept is vitally important because it

---


22. The true neoclassical economists might reply that this is untrue; that legal or political rules are unnecessary because the free market is a natural institution to be studied much the way Newton studied physics. I do not dwell on this point because it has been refuted elsewhere. See generally Wilfried Ver Eecke, Ethical Tasks in a Free Market Economy According to Classical and Neo-liberal Economists, 9 PHIL. & SOC. CRITICISM (1983), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=350280 (challenging Adam Smith’s ontology).

23. This has been referred to elsewhere as a system that assumes dispositionist actors rather than situational characters. See infra note 93.
demonstrates that all theories, including those of ostensibly value-neutral economists and political philosophers, involve fundamental value judgments and coercion. Once these value judgments are exposed, the entire frame of debate shifts on many important policy decisions. The merit goods concept shows that, for example, instead of choosing between a “free” market and regulation, policymakers are in fact choosing between two forms of coercion, both of which involve important ethical and moral judgments. Once these value judgments are out in the open, the democratic process can operate with increased information and openness. The polity can decide which values are in accord with community ethics—instead of assuming that some distribution of costs and benefits across groups is inherently just, fair, or natural.

Such a contribution to the theoretical discourse is the aim of this article.

III. A ROUND PEG IN A SQUARE HOLE

In this section, I present the working definition of merit goods for this article. I then trace out the relevant developments in merit goods literature over the past five decades.

In law, politics, and economics, battle lines are often drawn between those who would impose certain values (say, universal health care) and those who would rather be neutral and let markets work things out. As the law and economics movement has gained prominence, the latter view has become particularly influential. The merit goods concept is thus critical because it exposes this dichotomy as illusory.

A. Definition of the Concept

A “merit good” may be simply defined as a good of which authorities believe too little is being consumed. Therefore, authorities implement measures to increase consumption. The opposite of a merit good is a “demerit good,” in which case too much of a good is being consumed and authorities implement measures to reduce consumption.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, the concept has been the subject of much critical debate in the economic community over

---

the past forty-five years. This is primarily because, as Musgrave indicates, the concept exemplifies cases where “interference with individual preferences is desired.” Such interference is manifestly incongruous with liberal economic theory, which claims to maximize individual preferences.

The problem is particularly acute because economics is both descriptive and prescriptive. In addition to telling us how the world is, economists (and especially legal economists) tell us how the world ought to be. As a prescriptive activity, economics was unable to accommodate the merit goods concept within its framework; this led to the debate on the topic.

Given the wide range of ongoing controversy, Musgrave attempted to provide justifications for merit goods applicability in public policy over the next thirty years. That controversy continues to this day, and so it is useful to examine the relevant counter-arguments and developments in the merit goods literature before proceeding with the case study. To do so, I begin with Musgrave’s most expansive characterization of the concept, his 1987 article in THE NEW PALGRAVE: A DICTIONARY OF ECONOMICS.25

In that article, Musgrave outlines six possible explanations for merit goods. First, he emphasizes that merit goods should be sharply distinguished from another economic category, public goods.26 Second, Musgrave says that interference with consumer preferences might seem to occur in some cases where it is actually valued.27 An example here might be if we “correct” one’s preferences to show him that he really did want, say, education. Third, he says that some preferences might be affected by the social setting in which they are exercised—but never so much as to devalue individual choice.28 Taken together, these three explanations fail to provide adequate means to characterize the concept. Merit goods explicitly aim to interfere with

27. Id.
28. Id. This definition has interesting undertones of what Hanson would call situationism, while yet holding onto a dispositionist view of the human actor. See infra note 93.
individuals’ preferences. The first three explanations simply attempt to reduce the concept to fit into classical micro-theory, using various versions of the public goods idea.

Indeed, as Musgrave notes, “[n]one of these cases offer[] an appropriate setting in which to apply the merit or demerit concept.”\(^{29}\) The fourth possibility, however, is one that Musgrave finds much more applicable: “community values as a restraint on individual choice.”\(^{30}\) The fifth possibility considers the case of redistribution, a very narrow case of merit goods, while the sixth examines the possibility of lower and higher (i.e., ethical) preferences.\(^{31}\) Musgrave says that the fifth and sixth explanations, while cases of merit goods, can still be fit into the consumer sovereignty norm; therefore, Musgrave “would reserve [merit goods’] use for the setting dealt with under (4), but that of (5) and (6) may also have a claim.”\(^{32}\) Thus, Musgrave’s broadest characterization of a merit good: to impose community values, for the purpose of redistribution, or to elicit an individual’s higher preferences.

In this article, I primarily work from (4) above, the imposition of community preferences. However, there is an important corollary to (6). Musgrave writes that the merit goods concept may be applied as a means to elicit an individual’s ethical preferences.\(^{33}\) However, imposing ethical choices is really an example of the larger case we generally call morality legislation. Taken jointly with the imposition of community values, we can see that the concept of merit goods is, at its strongest, a means by which certain legal rules are imposed to enact value judgments through public policy. Indeed, all characterizations of merit goods, including the first three mentioned by Musgrave above, can be conceptualized as value judgments.

This explains why I consider redistribution a “very narrow case of merit goods.” If merit goods intend to make value judgments through public policy, redistributive policies are certainly merit goods. After all, a social safety net, subsidized prescription drugs for the elderly, and myriad other policies are generally defended on the grounds of some moral or value judgment as something that society “should” do. But while redistributive policy can be justified on merit grounds, it is by no means the only type of prevalent value legislation. Obviously, in some cases value legislation might be extreme, for example, an

\(^{29}\) Id. at 453.

\(^{30}\) Id.

\(^{31}\) Id. at 452–53.

\(^{32}\) Id. at 453.

\(^{33}\) Id.
absolute prohibition on abortion. However, others are more subtle, but they are cases of value legislation nonetheless. For examples, we need look no further than the examples presented at the outset. In these cases, Haddonfield, New Jersey and Washington, DC decided that there was some value that the community should hold. This community value superseded the right of a citizen to have exclusive domain over the use of his property. This characterization will be important in Part III.

This clarifies the concept to more explicitly recognize the moral judgment taking place: (de)merit goods are those which public authorities, through a value judgment, determine should be consumed higher (lower) than at market rates. In achieving this judgment through policy, legal rules must interfere with individuals' preferences.

This definition highlights the difference between merit goods and the more common concept of public goods on three levels. First, merit goods do not benefit everyone or even necessarily benefit everyone on net, while public goods necessarily do. Second, as a result, merit goods create a problem of financing. While the public’s collective willingness to pay theoretically covers the cost of, say, a new park, the “losers” are not willing to pay for a merit good and as such there is a revenue shortfall. Third, because some are disadvantaged, the standard justification for public goods—that all are better off so all must pay—public goods justification cannot be used. While my definition is useful for the purposes of this paper, any of the three characteristics listed above can be used to detect whether a given policy is a public good or a merit good. In short, the public goods-private goods dichotomy, while simple, does not capture all legal or economic phenomena. By expanding the typology to include merit goods, our categories are more robust as a theoretical matter—and more useful as a practical matter.

The objection might be raised here that this unique definition somehow contradicts the general understanding of the concept among economists on the subject. There are three replies. First, the problems merit goods pose to economic theory require a more expansive definition of the concept. Second, in the words of John G. Head, one of the first commentators on Musgrave’s articles, “Musgrave’s own discussion, though extremely interesting and stimulating, is somewhat unclear, and he makes no attempt to relate the concept to more familiar theories of public policy.” Third, a more comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach is needed if merit goods are to be useful in

34. JOHN G. HEAD, PUBLIC GOODS AND PUBLIC WELFARE 215 (1974). Head’s article sought to relate merit goods to Keynesian and Pigouvian economics; my attempt is to relate merit goods to legal and political theory.
legal theory. Finally, as Musgrave remarked in 1990, the various characterizations of merit goods are “a departure from the conventional premise of consumer choice, but beyond this they are too divergent to yield a unique definition of the merit good term.” It will become clear in the following discussion that the concept of merit goods has been vague at best. I hope to define the concept here in such a way as to be useful for legal analysis.

B. History of the Concept

As noted earlier, Musgrave first introduced the concept of merit good in his 1957 article, A Multiple Theory of Budget Determination. In that article, Musgrave identified three functions for the government in the economy: “(1) the function of providing for the satisfaction of public wants [what we today call public goods]; (2) the function of providing for adjustments in the distribution of income; and (3) the function of contributing to stabilization.” Musgrave terms these the Service, Distribution, and Stabilization Branches, respectively. After creating this typology, Musgrave puzzled over the fact that some policies undertaken by the Distribution Branch “involve programs which are not distributionally neutral, but whose very purpose it is to favor particular groups.” Such policies, Musgrave realizes, “introduce[] a new feature for which so far there is no place in our theoretical framework.” This was problematic because, in such policies, “public policy aims at interference with individual preferences; . . . [w]here interference with individual preferences is desired, our schema must be expanded. Such wants—which for lack of a better name I refer to as merit wants—may be thought of as provided for in a separate branch.” Here Musgrave introduces the defining characteristic of a merit good, interference with individual preferences. However, the development of the concept was far from over.

C. The Distinction from Public Goods

At this point, it is important to distinguish merit goods from

35. Musgrave, Merit Goods, in Rationality, Individualism and Public Policy, supra note 25, at 210 (emphasis added).
36. Musgrave, supra note 18, at 333.
37. Id. at 333, 336–37.
38. Id. at 341.
39. Id.
40. Id. (emphasis added).
public goods, and further from private goods. After all, it seems that a good which is provided by the government is a simple case of a public good. However, this is not the case; Musgrave takes on this discussion in his textbook, THE THEORY OF PUBLIC FINANCE. Using widely accepted definitions of private and public goods, Musgrave explains that private goods are provided for adequately by the market and consumed freely by individuals.\footnote{Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance: A Study in Public Economy 8 (1959).} A pure private good might be bread. I want it, so I go to the grocery store and buy it at market prices, freely and without coercion of any sort.\footnote{Actually this is not quite true. The very conditions that make a market possible involve coercion. See infra notes 96–100 and accompanying text; Ver Eecke, supra note 16, at 146. There are laws to prevent vendors from mixing sawdust in with bread, and the bread cannot be advertised as whole wheat unless it actually is. In short, even this simple transaction involves interference at every turn. But at least in principle, you get the idea.} Public goods, on the other hand, are provided collectively, if at all.\footnote{Musgrave, supra note 41, at 8–9.} For example, consider a group of neighbors living in a dark alley. Everyone would benefit from a light in the alley, but no single person can afford to buy one. By pooling their money, each contributes and each benefits. In terms of public policy, we can think of national defense. Everyone might desire protection against foreign armies, but none of us can purchase it or provide it on our own. Therefore, public goods are purchased through the political process. It is the state that buys national defense, or public works, or transportation projects. However, with both private and public goods, resources are allocated in such a way that is ultimately in accord with consumer preferences, even if government intervention was necessary to affect the outcome. This is illustrated by the example of national defense. While government had to intervene to provide national defense, it is still something everyone wanted and everyone was willing to pay for; as such, it is a public good. In other words, there are no “losers” in the process; even if there were, the gains to the winners presumably outweigh the losses to the losers, making the policy efficient by Kaldor-Hicks standards.

But “[a] different type of intervention occurs where public policy aims at an allocation of resources which deviates from that reflected by consumer sovereignty.”\footnote{Id. at 9 (emphasis added).} This deviation, Musgrave says, must be “distinguished clearly” from public goods.\footnote{Id.} In the case of a public good, everyone is better off (previously, we had no light in the alley, and now we do). However, in the merit goods case, certain segments
of society are explicitly worse off. Take the case of antitrust legislation. Although many more people might be made better off than inconvenienced, the policy cannot be justified as a public good because there are clear “losers” in the process; the wishes of the monopolist are disregarded and she is not compensated for any loss, no matter how high she might perceive her loss to be. Thus, when we are in the presence of merit goods, the thing valued as “good” for society does not benefit every individual, perhaps not even on net.

Consider another one of Musgrave’s examples: regulations relating to smoking. As a demerit good, smoking is considered “bad” for society, so measures are taken to keep consumption below market rates. Over time, the demerit good policies have grown more and more stringent. Warnings on cigarette packs were coupled with advertising restrictions. Later still, smoking was banished to certain sections of restaurants and bars. Finally, in some areas today, smoking is prohibited in all public places. And, of course, the taxes on cigarettes are a direct means by which the state seeks to reduce consumption. With merit (and demerit) goods, not only are some people made worse off, but to effect the desired policy outcome, it may be necessary to make them increasingly worse off.

With regard to legal rules, distinguishing between public goods and merit goods is very important. While a particular policy may involve a “public good,” i.e., the good of the so-called public, it may in fact be a merit good. It would be a merit good if there are, as exist in so many cases, explicit or implicit value judgments. The tendency of our everyday discourse, and court cases, to obfuscate this important distinction will be discussed at greater length later.

46. Ver Eecke, supra note 16, at 139. Ver Eecke gives this example to show the necessity of merit goods reasoning in the purest economic sense.

47. A skeptic might reply that merit goods should be scrapped and that we should espouse only Pareto-optimal policies. But Pareto-optimality is rarely, if ever, approximated in the real world. See, e.g., POSNER, supra note 6, at 13. This leaves us with Kaldor-Hicks efficiency. But given how difficult it is to accurately map all costs and benefits, saying that a given policy leaves society better off on net is merely a shibboleth. Take the case of the Fifth Amendment’s privilege against self-incrimination. The rule might be inefficient because it increases costs of adjudication while decreasing accuracy. Of course, it might be efficient because we are all made better off by knowing that defendants’ rights are protected. But this is mere supposition and assumes that utilitarianism is the proper moral calculus. Posner admits as much. See id. at 715–16. Thus, the claim is either wishful thinking or a merit good. See infra notes 291–99 and accompanying text.

48. Justice Scalia fails to recognize this seemingly subtle yet critical difference in his reasoning in Lucas. See infra notes 183–97 and accompanying text.
D. Musgrave’s Development of the Concept

In his 1959 textbook, Musgrave provides a more complete explication of the merit goods concept independent of his public finance theory. He begins by noting that there are some goods that people can buy in the private market but are nonetheless provided for publicly. These goods are “considered so meritorious that their satisfaction is provided for through the public budget, over and above what is provided for through the market and paid for by private buyers.” Musgrave provides free or reduced school lunches, subsidized low-income housing, and free public education as examples of merit goods. Additionally, Musgrave explains the concept of “demerit goods,” as when satisfaction of particular preferences is prohibited or discouraged through sumptuary taxes (e.g., liquor).

Musgrave goes on to explain the distinction between public goods and merit goods, saying that though both are provided through the public budget, public goods “fall[] within the realm of consumer sovereignty;” merit goods, “by [their] very nature, involve[] interference with consumer preferences.” However, Musgrave retreats from this apparently radical position and immediately weakens this new concept. First, he says that some merit goods may actually be public goods that “fall on the border line” between private and public goods. This appropriationist definition, as I will call it, attempts to reduce applications of merit goods into the classical economist’s ostensibly exclusive and exhaustive categories of public and private goods. By attempting to categorize merit goods as “public goods in disguise,” so to speak, Musgrave attempts to reduce the number of public policies that cannot fit into the pre-existing theoretical framework. However, I take this to be an untenable position, as I argue later. (Musgrave’s expansion of the concept over time implicitly indicates a similar view on his part.)

Musgrave then provides two other justifications (not definitions) for merit interference with consumer preferences. First, he discusses the case where informed elites are justified in imposing particular

50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id.; see also Ver Eecke, supra note 16, at 135.
54. This “retreat” is outlined fully in Ver Eecke, supra note 16, at 133–38, the section which extensively comments upon all of Musgrave’s texts as they relate to merit goods.
decisions upon others. This might be allowed, for example, in the case of education, where the value of education is much more apparent to the enlightened than to the ignorant. Since the consumers lack the ability to obtain the knowledge necessary to make an informed decision, Musgrave allows for interference. In the second case, Musgrave argues that consumer sovereignty “rests on the assumption of complete market knowledge.” Insofar as the consumer does not have “complete market knowledge” (perfect information), Musgrave sees the possibility of a “distortion in the preference structure that needs to be counteracted.”

These two justifications both deal with different sides of the same coin: imperfect or asymmetrical information. However, Musgrave’s attempt to justify merit goods on these grounds is critically flawed. Traditional microeconomic theory is based on the assumption of perfect information. If the theory’s assumptions are invalid, then the prescriptive conclusions are too. Any attempt to justify merit goods on the ground of imperfect information is unnecessary; in such a case, we are in the presence of a market failure, and interference is justified, almost by definition.

Interestingly, both Musgrave and his commentators attempt to justify merit goods on the grounds of correcting preferences in the face of imperfect information in this and subsequent passages. Charles E. McLure wrote, shortly after Musgrave, that merit goods were normatively meaningless. However, in doing so, he was careful to acknowledge that market failures due to imperfect information do exist. Though he claimed that these cases “need not involve interference with individual preferences,” he does recognize this aspect of the merit goods problem. Musgrave similarly wrote in 1971 that individuals may need guidance “to permit them to make a more satisfactory (in terms of their own preference) decision.” The thread running through this and similar arguments is simple: “some degree of interference in consumer choice may be desirable . . . [because] the

---
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ultimate objective is production in line with individual choice, *rather than imposed values.*” In his new textbook, published soon after the above-quoted article, Musgrave continues this argument, writing that “what appears to be a contradiction may turn out to be a correction for deficiencies in the prevailing exercise of consumer choice.”

This attempt at justification suffers from two problems. First, as explained above, it attempts to explain a problem of imperfect information that does not require merit goods as a solution. But moreover, correction of preferences is not interference in the strict sense. After all, if an individual’s preferences are brought into line with his “true” preferences, he should be better off *ex post*; therefore, the transition could not have been coercive, and the extent to which it was coercive is compensated.

Correction of preferences, however, is a subset of a group of justifications that I call *market failure* justifications. These arguments proceed along the lines of traditional arguments in favor of government interference at times of market failure: if free market mechanisms are not working, it is up to the government to correct them. Musgrave gives two market failure justifications: first, to provide consumer information, and second, to allow for externalities.

Finally, Musgrave provides the *redistributive* justification for merit goods. In this case, the government imposes preferences with the intention of providing free or subsidized services to the poor, an example Musgrave has used since his first article. This justification uses intersubjective utility calculations as a basis for in-kind redistribution and can be considered Pareto-optimal.

---

64. *Id.* (emphasis added).
66. Consider this example: A’s net utility, given preferences \( p \), can simply be represented as \( U_p \). After bringing A’s preferences into accord (albeit forcibly) with his true preferences, let us say \( p' \). A has some new net utility, represented by \( U_{p'} \). Insofar as \( p' \) represents A’s “true” preferences, it is true that \( U_p > U_{p'} \). Insofar as A is a rational actor (given by the assumptions of micro-theory), A will freely choose to move from \( p \) to \( p' \) because any rational actor will freely choose a path that increases his net utility. The skeptical reader might reply that the example is fraught with problematic assumptions. Touché. See infra note 93.
67. MUSGRAVE & MUSGRAVE, supra note 65, at 77–81. In considering externalities, Musgrave not only addresses the common cases (such as air pollution emitted from a car), but also psychic externalities (from, say, living in a dirty neighborhood). *Id.* at 77.
68. Musgrave, supra note 18, at 341.
69. MUSGRAVE & MUSGRAVE, supra note 65, at 61–64. In an intersubjective utility calculation, redistribution in-kind is defended when donor D receives utility from consumption of a good by recipient R. Since R is not required to consume the good (but is generally better off if he does), and since D receives utility from the transfer (knowing that
The appropriationist definition, the market failure justification, and the redistributive justification are all attempts by Musgrave to reduce the concept of merit goods into traditional micro-theory. Musgrave says as much when he admits that for these justifications, “the merit-good concept falls within the framework of traditional analysis in which efficient allocation must in the end be related to individual choice.” Yet all three explanations fall short of providing the type of justification that is needed for merit goods.

However, it should be noted that as early as 1959, Musgrave wrote about the applicability of the concept to sumptuary taxes on alcohol and tobacco. These examples are not cases of public goods (appropriationist), not cases of asymmetrical information (market failure), and not cases of transfers in-kind (redistributive). As such, Musgrave had already provided the foundation for a more expansive definition of merit goods, even though he did not provide an explicitly broader definition for some time.

E. An Ideal Concept

An important development in Musgrave’s thought about merit goods is illustrated in his 1971 article, *Provision for Social Goods in the Market System*. Here, he writes that merit goods “may be either of the private- or social-good type.” At first, this seems to be little more than another attempt to reduce the concept into traditional categories of micro-theory. But in fact, Musgrave is referring to clear cases of imposition, noting that we may impose preferences for what are usually considered private goods, as well as those we usually consider public goods. Free dental clinics and subsidized housing are examples of goods that individuals may buy on the market, but for which consumption may also be imposed. Early American history provides another interesting example. In the city of Philadelphia, Benjamin Franklin founded the country’s first fire department. But the provision of fire protection was much different than it is now. At that time, citizens paid Franklin a particular amount for fire protection. A medallion was displayed on the houses that had paid,
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70. *Id.* at 81.
71. Ver Eecke uses this example to show how the domain of merit goods can be expanded. See VER EECKE, *supra* note 25. I use this same reasoning.
73. *Id.* at 314.
and if ever there was a fire, Franklin and his men would put it out. But houses without a medallion were not protected.\textsuperscript{74} In this sense, fire protection was treated as a private good and individuals transacted it on the market. Over time, however, we have come to treat fire protection as a merit good. Since the market was under-providing protection, the state now provides it for everyone, regardless of ability to pay.

Finally, Musgrave also notes that consumer preferences may be overridden in the case of some public goods, thus making them at least partially merit goods.\textsuperscript{75} For example, although we might all want national defense, we may not necessarily want it at the rates it is being provided. This idea can apply to demerit goods as well. Tobacco and alcohol, for example, can be consumed on the market but are also subject to demerit good regulation.\textsuperscript{76}

These examples show Musgrave’s characterization of the merit goods concept as an \textit{ideal} concept. Ideal concepts are ones that can apply in degree or in part. For example, safety is an ideal concept. A particular city may be more or less safe; it is not just a matter of “all or nothing.” Ideal concepts can also coexist simultaneously. Thus, a city may be more or less safe and more or less beautiful. Ideal concepts are to be distinguished from “tags” or “boxes,” concepts that apply to concrete objects. For example, an object can be a car or a boat, but generally not both.\textsuperscript{77} By characterizing the merit goods concept as an ideal concept, Musgrave is showing not only that it can apply in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[74.] See \textit{Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography} 85–87 (J.A. Leo Lemay & P.M. Zall eds., 1986) (explaining the birth of the first fire department).
\item[75.] Musgrave, \textit{supra} note 63, at 316–17.
\item[76.] \textit{Id.} at 313.
\item[77.] Wilfried Ver Eecke first and most thoroughly explicated the concepts of public, private, and merit goods as ideal concepts. \textit{See generally} Ver Eecke, \textit{supra} note 16, at 150–51, nn.21–22. Ver Eecke has also put the idea forth elsewhere. \textit{See} Wilfried Ver Eecke, \textit{Public Goods: An Ideal Concept}, 28 J. SOCIO-ECON. 139, 140 (1999) (“[T]he three economic concepts of public, private, and merit good are ideal concepts that can be more or less present in an economic event, [and] an economic event can embody characteristics of more than one ideal concept”). Ver Eecke’s characterization of merit goods as an ideal concept is the most explicit and thorough of the authors I am considering here, and I employ his conception of the “ideal concept” in this paper.
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degree, but also that it can apply coextensively with public goods, private goods, or both.\textsuperscript{78} A perfect example is Musgrave’s earlier case of free housing for the poor. Clearly, housing is a private good available on the free market; I can buy a house anytime I want to, subject to normal market forces. However, housing (specifically for the poor) is also a public good to the extent that all of society presumably benefits from having fewer people on the streets, turning to crime, using drugs, and so on. However, housing is at the same time a merit good, since financing public housing is mandatory for all taxpayers regardless of their preferences.

As I noted earlier, Musgrave first put forth this idea in a 1971 article that should be read as a response to the 1968 article by Charles E. McLure, *Merit Wants: A Normatively Empty Box*. Musgrave’s contention seems to be—and my contention is—that McLure misunderstood merit goods. He found the concept “normatively empty” because he considered it a “box;” that is, a matter of all or nothing. Since the concept can be applied in degrees and in conjunction with other concepts, as shown by Ver Eecke, it is much more reasonable to think of merit goods as an ideal concept. Head, who writes that goods with merit aspects also sometimes exhibit public goods aspects, echoes this sentiment.\textsuperscript{79} In fact, Head uses the concept of merit goods to point out problems in traditional public goods theory and shows the potential “cross-over” between the two concepts. Assuming a distinction between merit goods and public goods, it is possible to imagine some situations where public goods are provided Pareto-suboptimally and merit goods happen to be provided Pareto-optimally. Thus, while there is a radical conceptual difference between the two goods, specifically, that merit goods impose values and have clear “losers” while public goods do not, the nature of the concept allows “publicness” and “meritness” to exist simultaneously and in varying degrees.\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{F. Merit Goods: Problematic in Law?}

Regardless of the explanation given or the nature of the concept, merit goods interference posed some political problems to Musgrave.

---

\textsuperscript{78} \textit{See} R. Kenneth Godwin, *Charges for Merit Goods: Third World Family Planning*, 11 J. PUB. POL’Y 415, 416 (1991). Ver Eecke uses this article as a prime example to show how birth control may be simultaneously treated as a private good, public good, and merit good, illustrating the ideal concept again. \textit{See} VER EECKE, supra note 25.
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From the very beginning, he worried that “[i]nterferences with consumer choice may occur simply because a ruling group considers its particular set of mores superior and wishes to impose it on others. Such determination of wants rests on an authoritarian basis, not permissible in our normative model based upon a democratic society.”

Over a decade later, he wrote “it is evident that a society—be it market or socialist—does interfere with consumer choices and does impose its own preferences to a significant degree.” In his subsequent textbook, the language is even stronger. Musgrave says “even a democracy such as ours has aspects of an autocratic society, where it is considered proper that the elite (however defined) should impose its preferences,” and he further warns that “these considerations can be readily subject to abuse and become the excuse for totalitarian indoctrination.” Yet despite these problems, Musgrave expanded the domain of the merit goods concept over the years.

Musgrave and others claim that the merit goods problem is a failure of politics only. By this logic, Musgrave might argue that he expanded the concept because of its necessity, but the coercive element is a political (not an economic) failure. For example, he writes that a certain group of people might, in a democratic society, vote against particular policies—say, a tax increase. However, if they lose the vote, they are nonetheless required to contribute. Musgrave says that “such a violation would not occur if preferences were known [and that] . . . this is a defect which would not arise in a more perfect system.” The contention here is that it is impossible to actually create an economically perfect outcome, and the political mechanism can only offer a rough approximation of actual citizen preferences. While this is true, the fact remains that interference with preferences would exist even if the government were in a position to know all the preferences of every citizen perfectly. As evidence of this, we need only look at our earlier example of cigarettes. We know very well that certain individuals experience a disutility as a result of the policies put in place. But instead of revising the policies to reduce the disutility, we revise it to increase the disutility. If taxing cigarettes was not enough, we ban smoking in public, and so on.

To illustrate this point, consider the 1984 edition of PUBLIC
FINANCE IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. After a discussion of the various explanations of merit goods, Musgrave takes on the issue of communal wants. He says that individuals may live in a community that decides to value a particular commodity as “good,” and that individuals are forced to accept those values “by virtue of membership in [a group].” Thus, “[g]enuine merit-good situations based on communal interest do exist.” And they exist because the community has chosen to impose its values on its membership, even in the face of perfect information. Haddonfield and Washington are again perfect examples. It is true that ordinances in both of these municipalities limit their citizens’ freedom, but membership in these respective communities requires acceptance of these aesthetic values “by virtue of membership in the [group].”

G. The Contribution of Political Theory

The concept of merit goods has posed a problem to all of economic theory from the beginning and continues to do so to this day. However, after weakening the concept, attempting to squeeze it into neo-liberal economic theory, and finally allowing a small space for the concept, Musgrave made a suggestion to the economic profession: to give up.

Essentially, Musgrave argued from 1959 onward that the merit goods problem was not an exclusively economic problem (such as that of public goods or even redistributive tax policy). He first made the claim very tentatively, saying that the general problem of merit goods posed difficulties for economic theory, so “[t]herefore it is proper for the economist to concentrate on [the problem of social wants (i.e., public goods)].” In another version of the same book, he wrote that the problem posed by public goods, or even by mixed goods, is “more amenable to economic analysis than that posed by merit wants.”

85. Id.

86. Id.

87. Id. Some argue that where people live is itself an expression of preference. Thus, by voting with their feet, citizens can purchase the optimal bundle of community values, so that even values imposed by virtue of group membership are actually the function of individual choice. See, e.g., Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. POL. ECON. 416, 418 (1956). But this rather sanguine view fails to account for the fact that quite a large number of people lack the resources to vote with their feet. Bringing reality into line with Tiebout’s theory would require income redistribution, but the economic model takes distribution as given in its analysis and cannot opine as to the desirability of a particular distribution. See, e.g., POSNER, supra note 6, at 14.

88. MUSGRAVE, supra note 41, at 89.

89. RICHARD A. MUSGRAVE, THE THEORY OF PUBLIC FINANCE 89 (1959)
Finally, in the 1984 version of the textbook, Musgrave writes that merit goods are “inconvenient to conventional efficiency analysis . . . [and] not covered by the traditional analysis of [collectively provided] goods.”

Musgrave repeatedly says merit goods analysis is outside of economic theory, and yet the concept is theoretically necessary given the value judgments in economic and legal policy. One way to proceed from here is to undertake a critical evaluation of economic theory and examine how the theoretical framework, from which policy prescriptions are derived, must be expanded for merit goods to fit in with public and private goods. This is one useful aspect of McLure’s 1968 article. When he considered merit goods “normatively empty,” he was working within narrow bounds, arguing that merit goods contradict Musgrave’s three-branch system. However, this objection is not particularly relevant. This article is about merit goods, not Musgrave’s tripartite scheme; a contradiction with the scheme need not invalidate the concept. Indeed, one can imagine McLure accepting the validity of merit goods if we divorce it from Musgrave’s system (as Musgrave himself does after 1959). Secondly, McLure writes that the concept “has no place in a normative theory of the public household based upon individual preferences.” However, while he takes this to imply a rejection of the merit goods concept, the statement could also be taken to imply a rejection of the underlying “normative theory . . . based upon individual preferences.” Though this is an interesting intellectual exercise, it is not the goal of my study.

The second way to proceed would be to recognize that merit goods are inherently interdisciplinary. Musgrave has already opened the possibility to treating merit goods in public policy; after all, he recognizes that political mechanisms are those by which all policies, including economic policies, are implemented. Additionally, Musgrave discusses merit goods in the context of distributional justice and categorical equity. Viewed this way, one can see an appeal to philosophical traditions (Head even makes reference to Aristotelian
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akrasia). Similarly, debates about the type of redistributive policy worth having and whether certain commodities should be distributed through nonmarket mechanisms—what Calabresi calls the inalienability rule—hinge inexorably on ethical, merit goods decisions.

Ver Eecke emphasizes the interdisciplinary nature of merit goods in his 1998 article. Drawing on Kantian metaphysics, he defends merit goods as the requisite possibility conditions for the operation of the free market. This is an interesting argument not only because it synthesizes economic and philosophical traditions, but also because it presents prescriptions for limits on merit goods, potentially assuaging the fears of Musgrave and similar-minded individuals. That is, interferences might be justified to enable a fairly-functioning market, but interferences would not be justified if they exceeded this bound. In this same light, Ver Eecke defends truth in advertising laws as provisions that arise out of “epistemologically justifiable conflicts between individuals and supra-individual organizations.” Similarly, Hegel considers property acquisition through market mechanisms to be a necessity for realization of freedom. Thus, it is clear that the concept of merit goods can be strongly linked to philosophical traditions.

Taken together, these possibilities place the merit goods question in the realm of philosophy. Given that any policy will be implemented through law and politics, and that the system is informed by its philosophical underpinnings, this seems reasonable and is the reason I analyze merit goods using legal and practical theory. But in addition to being a justification for this study, the preceding discussion is important because it emphasizes the increasing difficulty of economics in dealing with the problems raised by its own discipline.

H. Conclusion

This section has introduced the merit goods concept,
distinguished it sharply from public goods, and examined various theoretical discussions of the topic. On its face, this may have seemed rather disconnected from the initial problem, which is one of legal theory. However, merit goods raise issues that economics (by the admission of economists themselves) cannot adequately deal with. Moreover, merit goods arguments may be linked to the Aristotelian, Kantian, and Hegelian traditions. Political theory might loosely be defined as the intersection of philosophical thought with our political and legal reality. Given that economic decisions are effected through political and legal mechanisms, merit goods uniquely apply to law and politics.

But the connection runs deeper. If the discussion above shows certain limitations to classical economic theory, then it is inappropriate to use that theory as the foundation for another discipline. Legal and political theorists who rely on market mechanisms must then suffer the same limitations as the economist. I therefore show the limitations of these theories, the unique applicability of merit goods, and the advantages of including the new concept. As Head writes, “It is one thing to settle the problem of interpreting the merit goods concept. It is, of course, quite another to show that the concept, once defined, has a legitimate place in a normative theory of public policy.” This is the aim of the rest of the article.

IV. PRIVATE PROPERTY AND ITS LIMITS

Part III outlined the development of the merit goods argument to illustrate a shortcoming in contemporary economic theory. However, the problem I framed in the introduction was in the context of law. Specifically, certain legal economists and democratic theorists place a high value on individuals’ right to choose. These authors are strongly influenced by free-market economics and place a high value on the inviolability of individuals’ preferences. Indeed, in unambiguous terms, they explicitly use utility maximization as a legal and political goal.

The aim of this article is to provide a theoretical justification of interference with individual preferences and shed light on the value

101. As Ver Eecke cleverly put it, “Saying law is economics is like looking at a woman, looking at a rose, and saying to the woman, ‘You are a rose.’ It only makes sense if you acknowledge that the woman is not a rose: if you are speaking metaphorically.” Telephone Interview with Wilfried Ver Eecke, (April 25, 2006).
102. HEAD, supra note 34, at 256.
judgments implicit in all policies. In doing so, I refute the claims of theorists such as Nozick, Hayek, and others, who ascribe to the individualistic, market-based view alluded to above. To transition from economic theory to political theory, I analyze an aspect of constitutional law—regulatory takings. To the libertarian, the right to private property is paramount. In 1690, John Locke wrote that “the supreme power [could] not take from any man part of his property without his own consent; for the preservation of property being the end of government . . . it necessarily supposes and requires that the people should have property.”

Private property has been one of the fundamental rights that right-liberals have held as sacrosanct. Earlier, I claimed that American political reality is strongly influenced by libertarianism and right-liberalism. Therefore, it would seem reasonable to expect property rights to be fundamental in our political system, and property rights are fundamental. In this section, I examine this claim specifically as it relates to the merit goods argument. In the first section, I defined merit goods as those goods which public authorities, through a value judgment, determine should be consumed higher than at market rates. At the most intuitive level, it is possible to see how private property might be limited because something, for example, clean air, open space, or a sense of community, was being consumed at rates that were decidedly too low.

But do the principles on which the American political system is based support such interference with the right to private property? The U.S. Constitution says that “[n]o person shall be . . . deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”

The last part of the Fifth Amendment is the so-called “takings clause.” Additionally, the right to private property is protected under the Fourteenth Amendment’s “due process clause,” which states that “[n]o State shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”

On its face, the prescription seems rather straightforward. Private property is protected under the Fifth Amendment. For the state to take my property for public use, it must provide “just compensation.”

104. See supra notes 10–13 and accompanying text.
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This is made applicable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, which guarantees “due process of law” in any takings case. But what exactly is “just compensation”? And what about cases where the value of property is reduced? What about when the value is reduced to zero? Locke’s claim seems to be that private property cannot be taken for public use even with compensation; nothing short of explicit consent can make the transfer legitimate. Perhaps most important, there is a larger theoretical question: how do such policies situate themselves against right-liberals’ claims that private property should be protected unconditionally?

A. Overview

In this section, I examine a variety of U.S. Supreme Court cases in the realm of regulatory takings. In these instances, the owner’s property is not “taken” in the literal sense; that is, the property has not been appropriated, in whole or in part, by the state. Instead, government regulations cause the owner’s property to be limited in use, diminish in value, or be otherwise restricted. Analyzing the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Fifth Amendment’s taking clause shows that property rights have not been held to be absolute, as right-liberalism would dictate. This sets up the theoretical discussion for the next section.

At this point, the importance of merit goods is clear. If the concept shows a weakness in economic theory, it similarly shows a weakness in the strands of legal economics that adopt utility maximization as the goal for legal rules. Furthermore, the restrictions on property the Court approves are particularly telling. If interference with private property is justified, then interference with second-order rights (to adopt Nozickian language) is similarly justified. In other words, libertarian legal theory would not be “failing at the margins,” as it were; rather, the very basic assumptions and axioms of the system would be necessarily flawed.

109. I am not considering instances of physical invasion of property or cases where people are stripped of their property because they commit a crime or because of bankruptcy (takings that Nozick calls “rectification of injustice”). NOZICK, supra note 8, at 153.
110. It is interesting to note that this comment will paint the case for interference with private property rights in terms of merit goods. Ver Eecke shows how private property can be justified on merit goods grounds. See Ver Eecke, supra note 16, at 138–40. The dynamic between these positions shows that both positions have their limits and can be coextensive. This furthers the characterization of merit goods as an ideal concept. See supra note 77.
In this section, I examine five Supreme Court cases to illustrate the Court’s relatively narrow interpretation of the takings and due process clauses. I start with *Mugler v. Kansas* (1887), where the value of Mugler’s property, a brewery, was diminished 75% by a prohibition on the sale or manufacture of alcoholic beverages.\footnote{111. 123 U.S. 623, 633 (1887).} However, the Court refused to declare the reduction in value a “taking”; instead, it upheld the restriction.\footnote{112. Id. at 662, 668.}

The Court’s precedent in *Mugler* stood for thirty-five years. However, in *Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon* (1922), the Court recognized a “regulatory taking” for the first time.\footnote{113. 260 U.S. 393, 415 (1922).} In this case, the owner of property was owed compensation even when his property was not physically appropriated.\footnote{114. Id. at 416.} This was a movement away from the position put forth in *Mugler*. However, the defense of property rights was not as broad as might be immediately thought. In *Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.* (1926), regulations limiting the use of one’s land (and as a result, the profit one could derive from that land) were upheld.\footnote{115. 272 U.S. 365, 396–97 (1926).} The fourth case reinforces this idea. In *Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York* (1978), the Penn Central Transportation Company wanted to erect office buildings over Grand Central Station, but it was prevented from doing so because of the station’s designation as a historical landmark.\footnote{116. 438 U.S. 104, 115–16 (1978).} The Court upheld the constitutionality of such laws even though they restricted the uses of private property.\footnote{117. Id. at 138.} Finally, I examine *Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council* (1992) and *Tahoe-Sierra Preservation Council (“TSPC”) v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (“TRPA”)* (2002). These cases illustrate some contemporary developments in the Court’s position toward limits on the use of private property as related to zoning laws.

It is important to note that in discussing each of these cases, my methodology will differ from most legal scholars’ in that I focus almost exclusively on those aspects of the cases that are related to the merit goods argument.\footnote{118. For a good discussion of a broad range of regulatory takings cases, see WILLIAM A. FISCHEL, REGULATORY TAKINGS: LAW, ECONOMICS, AND POLITICS (1995).} Specifically, I present a close textual analysis of Supreme Court cases to illustrate examples of (implicit) merit goods reasoning. The implications will be explored in the next section.
B. Mugler v. Kansas

The first major, relevant Supreme Court case is Mugler v. Kansas.\(^{119}\) The plaintiff, Mugler, operated a brewery in Saline County, Kansas.\(^{120}\) In 1880, Kansas amended its constitution to declare that “any person or persons who shall manufacture, sell, or barter any spirituous, malt, vinous, fermented, or other intoxicating liquors shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.”\(^{121}\) Mugler had been operating a brewery for several years before the passage of the amendment.\(^{122}\)

Mugler appealed, claiming the Kansas Constitution conflicted with the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^{123}\) At the outset, the Court rejected the claim, stating that “legislation by a State prohibiting the manufacture within her limits of intoxicating liquors, to be there sold or bartered for general use as a beverage, does not necessarily infringe any right, privilege, or immunity secured by the Constitution of the United States.”\(^{124}\) The Court elaborated:

Nor can it be said that government interferes with or impairs any one’s constitutional rights of liberty or of property, when it determines that the manufacture and sale of intoxicating drinks, for general or individual use, as a beverage, are, or may become, hurtful to society, and constitute, therefore, a business in which no one may lawfully engage.\(^{125}\)

There are several important aspects to the holding. First, the Court is saying that though individuals’ preferences might be restricted by the laws in question, such interferences are constitutionally legitimate. Additionally, Mugler contended that individual, private consumption of intoxicating beverages was not injurious to the public.\(^{126}\) The Court disagreed, saying that even individual use was hurtful.\(^{127}\) Finally, it could be that the restricted behavior is not presently harmful to society. Still, if the action “may become” hurtful at some (indeterminate) point in the future, the Court said that the restriction is legitimate.\(^{128}\)

The Court then considered the economic argument. Mugler’s
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brewery was opened when it was legal to produce alcoholic beverages and had a high land value at the time; the factories were built specifically to produce beer. The plaintiff contended that prohibiting the buildings from being used for the intended purpose “is, in effect, a taking of property for public use without compensation, and depriving the citizen of his property without due process of law.”

Mugler claimed that his property value fell from $10,000 to approximately $2,500, and for that reason, he deserved compensation for his loss.

The Court rejected the argument, saying such an “interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment is inadmissible. It cannot be supposed that the States intended, by adopting that Amendment, to impose restraints upon the exercise of their powers for the protection of the safety, health, or morals of the community.” The Justices repeat this later, saying that “[a] prohibition simply upon the use of property for purposes that are declared, by valid legislation, to be injurious to the health, morals, or safety of the community, cannot, in any just sense, be deemed a taking or an appropriation of property for the public benefit.” The Court goes on to say that when the state deems such a limitation necessary (involving merit goods reasoning), it “cannot be . . . burdened with the condition that the State must compensate such individual owners for pecuniary losses they may sustain.” This proviso holds even if the legislation was passed ex post, even if the proprietor was using his property lawfully before the law was passed.

There is a point to be made about the police power, namely, governmental interference in the name of public safety, health, welfare, or morals. Merit goods are those which public authorities, through a value judgment, determine should be consumed at higher than market rates. In Mugler, the Court is characterizing the police powers essentially the same way. When “the market” provides public safety, health, or morals at levels that are too low, the state has the authority to interfere and raise consumption to an appropriate level. Such interference is, by definition, a merit good. In defending the position, the Court cites Stone v. Mississippi, which uses even stronger language, saying that interfering in the interest of public morals is
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required of the government. 135 “No legislature can bargain away the public health or the public morals. The people themselves cannot do it, much less their servants... Government is organized with a view to their preservation, and cannot divest itself of the power to provide for them.” 136 Thus, while many things can be transacted in market terms, public morals are not among them. 137

The most important effect of the Mugler decision was the “all-or-nothing” standard of evaluating regulatory takings; 138 there was to be only one question in cases like these: was there a physical taking or not? Issues regarding present or future economic value did not even enter the discussion. This precedent stood for thirty-five years.

C. Pennsylvania Coal Company v. Mahon

Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon (1922) was the first case to recognize a regulatory taking. 139 In Mahon, the Pennsylvania Coal Company (“PCC”) sold the surface rights to a parcel of land to Mahon’s ancestors but explicitly retained full rights to mine the coal in the land below Mahon’s property. 140 However an act passed by the state of Pennsylvania on May 27, 1921 prohibited “the mining of anthracite coal in such way as to cause the subsidence of... any structure used as a human habitation.” 141 As such, the statute effectively destroyed all “existing rights of property and contract.” 142 This much was not in dispute; the question was whether such regulation was legitimate under the scope of the police powers. 143

The Court first explains how and why regulation that limits property value does not necessarily warrant compensation, stating that “[g]overnment hardly could go on if to some extent values incident to property could not be diminished without paying for every such change in the general law.” 144 However, for the first time, the
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Court makes overtures toward recognizing the right of the property holder in light of regulation. The Court says that the restrictions on private property must themselves have limits, “or the contract and due process clauses are gone.”

In determining these limits, the Court engages in what can be roughly analogized to an economic cost-benefit analysis. They recognize the public interest in prohibiting PCC from mining coal. However, they say that “[t]he extent of the public interest is shown by the statute to be limited,” while “the extent of the taking is great.” In Mugler, the Court wrote that the state cannot be burdened with compensating landowners for pecuniary losses. However, in Mahon, they say that “[t]o make it commercially impracticable to mine certain coal has very nearly the same effect for constitutional purposes as appropriating or destroying it.” This formulation is very important. The ability to mine coal is, of course, the ability to generate a profit. Therefore, the Court is recognizing that when property value is significantly reduced, in this case effectively to zero since mining was prohibited by the act, compensation is owed.

With this formulation outlined, Justice Holmes, who delivered the opinion of the Court, established the now well-known rule that influences regulatory takings case law to this day: “while property may be regulated to a certain extent, if regulation goes too far it will be recognized as a taking.”

The Court’s decision in the Mahon case is rather brief, delivered in just a few pages. But a very important precedent was established: economic factors such as reductions in land value could be taken into account when determining whether a taking had occurred, and physical appropriation was not necessary for a taking. This position seems, on its face, to cut against the position established earlier, that a merit goods argument could be used as a justification to limit property rights. But as I argue later, the Court’s apparent vacillations on the subject of regulatory takings all fit into an overall schematic. In every case, the Court is employing merit goods reasoning and decides what to do when values are in conflict. Indeed, the Court’s very vacillation
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on this question can only be understood as its hesitation in making difficult value judgments. If, as the right-liberal would propose, this were simply a mathematical question of economic loss, there should be no hesitation; the answer in each case would be clear.

D. Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Company

In Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., Ambler Realty Company brought suit against the Village of Euclid in Ohio, contending that building restrictions limiting Ambler’s land to residential uses only reduced property value, depriving Ambler of liberty and property without due process of law.

At the outset, the Court seems to favor a traditional, economic cost-benefit analysis. The decision notes that Ambler’s property had a value of approximately $10,000 per acre before the regulation, but after the regulation, the land was worth only $2,500 per acre. The question posed to the court was whether “the ordinance [is] invalid in that it violates the constitutional protection ‘to the right of property in the appellee by attempted regulations under the guise of the police power, which are unreasonable and confiscatory?’”

The Court’s answer reinforces the Mugler standard. The laws in question, the Court wrote, were necessary, for “with the great increase and concentration of population, problems have developed, and constantly are developing, which require, and will continue to require, additional restrictions in respect of the use and occupation of private lands in urban communities.” Even here, the Court seems to be making a standard economic public goods argument that if the net benefits of land use regulation were greater than the costs, the regulation could be justified. But the Court goes farther, saying that zoning ordinances “and all similar laws and regulations, must find their justification in some aspect of the police power, asserted for the public welfare,” and “that the exclusion of [certain] buildings... bears a rational relation to the health and safety of the community.”

As the Mugler discussion showed, references to the police powers generally, and public morals and welfare specifically, are implicit
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merit goods arguments. The Court reinforces this by citing State ex rel. Civello v. City of New Orleans, in which the Louisiana Supreme Court upheld land use regulations on grounds “[a]side from considerations of economic administration.”156 Moreover, when “the exclusion is in general terms of all industrial establishments, . . . it may thereby happen that not only offensive or dangerous industries will be excluded, but those which are neither offensive nor dangerous will share the same fate.”157

This is a curious passage. If the right to private property is paramount, it seems that the Court would take all possible measures to prevent any infringement thereupon, and an economic calculus seems reasonable. Moreover, one would think that the Court should take particular pains to ensure that “those which are neither offensive nor dangerous” don’t share the same fate as those which are.158 Indeed, a policy is Pareto-optimal if and only if no one is made worse off; that is obviously not the case here.159 Thus the Court is not only declaring the violability of the right to private property but also eschewing economic arguments in defense of private property. This, of course, coincides with our discussion of merit goods from the previous part, framed as an economic problem requiring an extra-economic solution. Merit goods reasoning is, therefore, an unavoidable part of constitutional law.

In short, the Court chose a justification that necessarily predicates itself on a value judgment. Considering the “morals” of a community by invoking the police powers, the Court declared in Village of Euclid that a certain type of building could be “a mere parasite” that would destroy the “character of the neighborhood and its desirability.”160 Such variable and subjective quality-of-life concerns are beyond the scope of traditional cost-benefit analysis, which the court explicitly avoided, and are patently unacceptable to a libertarian who considers any diminution in value of one’s property to be a taking. Instead of adhering to such reasoning, however, the Court chose to invoke what amounts to a merit goods argument. Deciding that market forces would push the quality of life in the Village of
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Euclid below acceptable levels, the Court upheld land use restrictions.

E. *Penn Central Transportation Company v. New York City*

One of the most famous takings cases is the *Penn Central* case of 1978.\(^{161}\) The court was deciding whether New York City’s Landmarks Preservation Law, which placed restrictions on historic landmarks, was a “taking” of property in violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.\(^{162}\) Cognizant of the *Mahon* standard, the Court noted that the law sought “to ensure the owners of any such properties . . . a ‘reasonable return’ on their investments.”\(^{163}\) However, the law placed two rather significant burdens on the owners of historical properties. First, they were charged with “keep[ing] the exterior features of the building ‘in good repair’”; second, they were required to seek approval for any proposed exterior architectural modifications.\(^{164}\)

In 1968, Penn Central sought to build a multi-story office building above Grand Central Terminal. Two separate plans for the office building were submitted for approval to the Commission, but both plans were rejected.\(^{165}\) Among the reasons the Commission gave for the rejection was to protect “the dramatic view of the Terminal,” specifically by preserving “the majestic approach from the south” of the Terminal.\(^{166}\) The plans to build a 55-story office tower over the French Beaux-Arts Terminal were, in the opinion of the Commission, “nothing more than an aesthetic joke.”\(^{167}\)

In response to the rejection, Penn Central filed suit:

[Penn Central] claim[ed] *inter alia*, that the application of the Landmarks Preservation Law had “taken” their property without just compensation in violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments and arbitrarily deprived them of their property without due process of law in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^{168}\)

Though the trial court granted injunctive and declaratory relief, the decision was reversed on appeal; the court said the regulations
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were necessary and in the public interest.\footnote{Id.} Interestingly, the court rejected Penn Central’s claim that the costs of compliance with the law were greater than revenue derived from tenants and concessionaries. This further reinforces courts’ unwillingness to allow questions of constitutionality to turn on cost-benefit analyses, even when the constitutional question deals with something as fundamentally economic as private property. In sum, the Appellate Division held that “all appellants had succeeded in showing was that they had been deprived of the property’s most profitable use[,] . . . this showing did not establish that appellants had been unconstitutionally deprived of their property.”\footnote{Id. at 120.} Thus profitability, while an important aspect of any investment in land, was not a Constitutional guarantee.

The New York Court of Appeals affirmed the appellate court’s decision, saying that “there could be no ‘taking’ since the law had not transferred control of the property to the city, but only restricted appellants’ exploitation of it.”\footnote{Id. at 121.} This holding was valid “even if the Terminal proper could never operate at a reasonable profit” since Penn Central owned other properties in the area that did operate at a profit.\footnote{Id.}

The Supreme Court emphasized that when “a state tribunal reasonably concluded that ‘the health, safety, morals, or general welfare’ would be promoted by prohibiting particular contemplated uses of land,” the regulations have been upheld.\footnote{Id. at 125.} Moreover, takings challenges have been rejected even when the laws “caused substantial individualized harm.”\footnote{Id.} In other words, while property need not be physically transferred to constitute a taking, the scope of takings cases not so constituted is very narrow.

Those who hold private property to be sacrosanct claim that protection of this right should be highest priority of the state. The Court rejects this position as fundamentally unfeasible. Penn Central’s claim, the Justices argue, would require any property declared a landmark to be a taking.\footnote{Id. at 128–29.} Such an argument would “invalidate not just New York City’s law, but all comparable landmark legislation in
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the Nation. We find no merit in it."176

To some, preserving historical sites stems from a very explicit value judgment. The Court rejects the argument that those value judgments are inappropriate: “Equally without merit is the related argument that the decision to designate a structure as a landmark ‘is inevitably arbitrary or at least subjective, because it is basically a matter of taste.’”177 In other words, even “matters of taste” are enough to restrict the rights of some for the benefit of others. Of course, when there are clear winners and losers like this, the policy cannot be defended as Pareto-optimal. This further highlights the relationship between the economic and the ethical aspects of the decision. An ethical decision, by definition, necessarily involves judgment of right and wrong, good and bad. In doing so, some people are made worse off, and the policy must be Pareto-suboptimal. The Court’s words show a movement away from economically-informed decision making and toward ethically-informed decision making. Specifically, the Court says: “It is, of course, true that the Landmarks Law has a more severe impact on some landowners than on others, but that in itself does not mean that the law effects a ‘taking.’ Legislation designed to promote the general welfare commonly burdens some more than others.”178 In the terms laid out earlier, a policy designed to “burden[] some more than others” is, of course, a merit good.179

Just as in Euclid v. Ambler, the Court held that neither a reduction in value nor a restriction upon use constituted a taking or a violation of due process. It is important to note that the Penn Central case does not involve an instance where legislation “goes too far” and thus requires compensation, as prescribed by Mahon. Instead, while eschewing any “set formula,” the Court preferred to “engage[] in . . . essentially ad hoc, factual inquiries.”180 In Penn Central, the inquiry involved consideration of economic factors as well as other values.181

F. Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council

In Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council (1992), a developer
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purchased two lots on a South Carolina barrier island in 1986 that were zoned for single-family residential construction.\footnote{182} In 1988, however, the state enacted a law, the Beachfront Management Act ("BMA"), which effectively barred the developer’s plans to erect any permanent habitable structures on his lots.\footnote{183} The trial court held that this act rendered Lucas’s land “valueless,” and that he was therefore entitled to compensation.\footnote{184} The State Supreme Court, however, reversed, saying that the regulation was designed “to prevent serious public harm.”\footnote{185}

A 1990 law amending the BMA raised an additional issue. The law had provisions that would allow Lucas to potentially develop his land in economically viable ways in the future. Thus, the U.S. Supreme Court had to decide whether this was to be treated as a temporary or a permanent taking. The Court ruled that since the law’s regulation was \textit{intended} to be permanent, and was permanent at the time of the lawsuit, the case would be treated as a permanent taking.\footnote{186}

In their decision, the Court invoked Justice Holmes’s reasoning from \textit{Mahon}, saying that for the protection against physical appropriation to be meaningful, it must necessarily protect against egregious reductions in value by regulation as well.\footnote{187} Since \textit{Penn Central}, the Court had chosen to engage in ad hoc, factual inquiries instead of developing a set formula. Thus, in this case, the Court had to rely on the facts of the case rather than a pre-established formula to determine whether this was a regulatory taking.

The \textit{Lucas} Court worried that regulations such as the BMA carried “a heightened risk that private property is being pressed into some form of public service under the guise of mitigating serious public harm” when such harm does not exist.\footnote{188} Thus, it writes that “there are good reasons for our frequently expressed belief that when the owner of real property has been called upon to sacrifice \textit{all} economically beneficial uses in the name of the common good, that is, to leave his property economically idle, he has suffered a taking.”\footnote{189}
In doing so, the Court distinguishes between the state preventing harmful use and its requiring beneficial use. Forcing Lucas to keep his land idle would fall into the latter category. Preventing Mugler from operating a brewery, it would seem, falls into the former. But the categories are not as neat as they first seem. The Court recognized the complexity in making this distinction, writing that what constitutes a harm and what constitutes a benefit “is often in the eye of the beholder.”

Yet lines are, and must be, drawn. If costs and benefits are in the eye of the beholder, then the value judgments, the merit goods, at play in the legislatures and courts is clear. Although Lucas’s outcome is consistent with a pattern of implicit merit goods analysis, Justice Scalia’s reasoning is lacking without the merit goods concept. Scalia writes that the only permissible regulations are those that “do no more than duplicate the result that could have been achieved in the courts—by adjacent landowners (or other uniquely affected persons) under the State’s law of private nuisance.”

Ronald Coase has shown how such a situation can lead to economically efficient outcomes. In this context, however, all adjacent landowners must act; Scalia’s example assumes collective action along traditional public goods lines. The problem is that even in cases where compensation is given, the money that the public is willing to pay is less than what the landowner is willing to accept; the state’s coercion is needed to consummate the deal. Of course, once voluntary choice gives way to coercion, we are beyond the realm of public goods and squarely in the realm of merit goods. Therefore, Scalia’s example is unavailing; the situation he imagines rarely, if ever, exists.

Second, the nuisance litigation process is itself a merit good; in applying nuisance laws (or not) in a particular case, the courts are privileging one set of values over another. Scalia indicates that what matters in the adjudication are “relevant property and nuisance principles.” Yet these principles are themselves value-laden. Scalia acknowledges this implicitly; there is no reason very slight physical invasions (that may even increase property value!) should be
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considered a taking but very slight reductions in value from regulation are not.

The further suggestion in *Lucas* is that the idea of notice *ex ante* matters: landowners are on notice about background common law principles (so regulation on those grounds would not require compensation) but not about prospective legislation (so that regulation would require compensation). Yet this also requires making moral judgments. Why does notice matter? How much notice? To the landowner himself, or his predecessor-in-interest? None of these questions has a clear answer.

Scalia rejects the old categorical rule, that regulation enacted as “prevention of harmful use” need not be compensated. He does so because it “is difficult, if not impossible, to discern” the distinction between harm and benefits “on an objective, value-free basis.” Yet as the discussion above shows, Scalia’s own reliance on background common-law principles is neither objective nor value-free.

Scalia’s reasoning also demonstrates the problem of merit goods and the value of the new concept. Scalia generally believes that constitutional issues are best decided by answering the question, “What did the words [in the relevant document] mean when they were written?” However, even Justice Scalia’s reasoning cannot be settled with reference to “what . . . the words mean.” His reasoning suggests that regulatory takings jurisprudence is a reaction to the time, and that compensation is necessary today though it might not have been when the constitution was ratified.

*Lucas* is often seen as a strong defense of property rights, and to the extent that a landowner was able to invalidate environmental regulation, perhaps it was. However, Justice Scalia’s reasoning emphasizes the extent to which merit goods—imposition of value judgments—underlie any decision about nature and extent of property rights.

### G. Tahoe-Sierra Preservation Council v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency

The so-called “Scalian view” of property lasted for ten years. Then in 2002, the Court decided *Tahoe-Sierra Preservation Council v.*
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195. Id. at 1026.
197. See *Lucas*, 505 U.S. at 1028 n.15 (responding to Justice Blackmun’s dissent, Scalia notes that, though the founding-era scholars would not have compensated regulatory takings, the “contrary conclusion in *Mahon*” is nonetheless sound).
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. There the TRPA enacted a moratorium on development near Lake Tahoe, Nevada while the agency devised a comprehensive land-use plan.198 The constitutional question was whether such a moratorium, which prohibited virtually all development for a period of thirty-two months, “constitute[d] a per se taking of property requiring compensation under the Takings Clause of the United States Constitution.”

The question of whether or not the regulation constituted a taking had a two-part answer. First, there was the distinction to be made between physical and regulatory takings. Second, if a regulatory taking occurred, the court had to determine if it was a “partial taking” or a “total taking.”

The district court held that there was no partial taking, but that there was a total taking since the legislation, though temporary in intent and effect, contained no expiration date.201 When both parties appealed, the question presented to the Supreme Court was relatively narrow: did the rule set forth in Lucas apply; that is, did the laws in question “den[y] the plaintiffs ‘all economically beneficial or productive use of land’?”202

The Supreme Court moved away from the position that a temporary moratorium on all uses of land constituted a taking. “For petitioners, it is enough that a regulation imposes a temporary deprivation—no matter how brief—of all economically viable use to trigger a per se rule that a taking has occurred.”203

Furthermore, such a trigger would be most applicable in cases of physical takings. According to the Court, petitioners tried to apply findings from physical takings to a case of a (potential) regulatory taking. Just as the standard used in regulatory takings does not apply to physical takings, so too does the reverse hold.204 And while Lucas

201. Id.
202. Id. at 317–18.
203. Id. at 320.
204. Id. at 323–24. See also id. at 323 n.18.
involves a regulatory takings case that applied a categorical rule, the Court found *Lucas* inapplicable in this case. \textsuperscript{205} *Lucas* states that “compensation is required when a regulation deprives an owner of ‘all economically beneficial uses’ . . . Anything less than a ‘complete elimination of value,’ or a ‘total loss’ . . . would require the kind of analysis applied in *Penn Central*.”\textsuperscript{206}

The appellants sought this declared a “total loss,” but the Court refused. Doing so, it wrote, would define “the property interest taken in terms of the very regulation being challenged,” a circular definition. \textsuperscript{207} “With property so divided, every delay would become a total ban; the moratorium and the normal permit process alike would constitute categorical takings.”\textsuperscript{208} The Court argued that the categorical rule established in *Lucas* was meant to apply only in “extraordinary circumstance[s].”\textsuperscript{209} In other words, even the broadest categorical rule established to protect the value of individuals’ property in the face of regulation is the exception.

\textit{H. The Connection to Merit Goods}

This section examines six Supreme Court cases that deal with the right to private property. *Mugler* established the government’s right to regulate property without compensating reductions in value. *Mahon* seemed to move away from that standard, requiring the government to compensate when PCC could no longer extract profits from its coal. The next two cases did not find a taking. *Euclid* upheld zoning laws while *Penn Central* upheld historic preservation laws. In *Lucas*, the Court established a categorical rule for compensation, saying that it was required when all economically viable uses of the land were prohibited. But in *Tahoe*, compensation was not required when a moratorium prevented landowners from recovering any profit on their property for a statutory period of thirty-two months, six years including time spent in litigation.

Throughout the section, I have provided some indication of the relevance to the merit goods argument as laid out in Part III. Yet more needs to be said. First, in the two cases in which compensation was awarded, the property was essentially rendered valueless. In the four cases in which the landowners received no compensation

\begin{flushright}
\textbf{205. Id. at 325.}
\textbf{206. Id. at 330.}
\textbf{207. Id. at 331.}
\textbf{208. Id.}
\textbf{209. Id. at 330.}
\end{flushright}
(Mugler, Euclid, Penn Central, and Tahoe), property value was not zero, no matter how much it was reduced. Indeed, Mugler and Ambler both saw their property values fall by 75%. In another case, a reduction in value of 92.5% was not declared a taking.\(^{210}\)

Second, in Tahoe Regional, Chief Justice Rehnquist, dissenting, wrote that the moratorium of six years should be considered a taking.\(^{211}\) The Court replied by writing that “his dissent offers no explanation for why 6 years should be the cutoff point rather than 10 days, 10 months, or 10 years.”\(^{212}\) This sentence is notable because it shows that the Court, by declaring the delay to be noncompensable, is erring on the side of limiting property rights: that is, the Court is noting that it is difficult to draw a line at exactly when regulation has rendered property idle for “too long.” Therefore, in the absence of a clear rule, the Court opts to limit property rights. This position, when taken in combination with the Court’s reluctance to compensate mere reductions in value, makes the connection to merit goods clearer.

We have already seen how invocation of the police powers can carry with it an implicit merit goods justification. Such an exercise of the police powers, as it relates to regulatory diminution of property value, is similarly a merit goods argument.

Now we can see exactly how these cases illustrate implicit merit goods reasoning. Other scholars have defended the need for private property to be defended unconditionally, from Locke and Smith, to Hayek and Posner, and beyond. Indeed, Ver Eecke goes so far as to defend private property as a merit good.\(^{213}\) Merit goods are applicable in cases of values legislation, whether the value in question is community aesthetics, public morals, or some other good. Thus, the

\(^{210}\) Hadacheck v. Sebastian, 239 U.S. 394, 405, 413–14 (1915). This should be contrasted with cases of physical invasion, where even the slightest interference is compensated as a taking, even when there is likely a net benefit from the invasion. See, e.g., Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419, 426 (1982). Why are some infringements—physical invasions—protected against absolutely? The answer must involve value judgments about property, its functions, its role in society, history, and more. Cf. UNDERKUFFER, supra note 105 (describing property as a way to resolve conflicts). As has been noted earlier, the same problem applies to the relatively simple maxim, oft-heard in economics, to “enforce contracts.” See Gerald E. Frug, Why Neutrality?, 92 YALE L.J. 1591, 1594 n.21, 1597 & n.37 (1983). Professor Frug is replying to an article by Richard B. Stewart to argue that the regulatory state cannot be value-neutral. Richard B. Stewart, Regulation in a Liberal State: The Role of Non-Commodity Values, 92 YALE L.J. 1537 (1983). Narrowly speaking, I am arguing that regulatory takings jurisprudence cannot be value-neutral. However, Professor Frug and I are presumably in agreement on the broader point: any system must involve imposition of some values at the expense of others.

\(^{211}\) Tahoe, 535 U.S. at 352 n.4 (Rehnquist, C.J. dissenting).

\(^{212}\) Id. at 338 n.34.

\(^{213}\) Ver Eecke, supra note 16, at 139–40.
value judgment by the Court in these cases was deemed sufficient grounds to limit the property rights of claimants. At the same time, the Court saw (as Ver Eecke does) the need to preserve a certain level of private property. Thus, the only cases where compensation was due were those in which property value was completely eliminated. The debate, then, is exactly when some values will cede to others—when some property rights might be limited: I cannot burn down your house, but I can do so to save our town from an uncontrolled fire. 214 A poor man might be allowed to steal food to eat, but only for a few days, not for the rest of his life. Regulatory takings cases require an “ad hoc, factual inquiry” precisely because no court can know in advance what values will collide, to what extent, and how they will be weighted. Regulatory takings cases—indeed, all merit goods problems—are difficult because every instance requires a debate about these values. 215

The merit goods concept is descriptive, but it is also predictive. If the public’s willingness to pay for a particular policy falls short of the compensation the “loser(s)” would demand, then we are in the presence of a merit good. In such a situation, instead of seeking an “objective value-free” rule, as Justice Scalia did in Lucas, the appropriate approach would be to debate openly the value judgments at play. The courts are not merely defending or limiting “property”; we are deciding precisely what property is, what the right entails, and what the limits of that right are. These values, and the inevitable imposition they require, are obscured if we assume, as Justice Scalia did, that a merit good is a public good.

214. Scalia recognizes this possibility as well when he says that the state and private parties are absolved from liability when private property is destroyed in the face of “actual necessity, to prevent the spreading of a fire’ or to forestall other grave threats to the lives and property of others.” Lucas v. S. Carolina Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1029 n.16 (1992). This is a merit good.

215. This is what Professor Underkuffler calls a “Tier Two” case, which can be resolved only by reference to values and the content of the property claim-right, what, by the terms in this article, involves merit goods reasoning. See UNDERKUFFLER, supra note 105, at 85–86. In this model, a property claim-right trumps in a “Tier One” case, when non-property rights are asserted against it (e.g., environmental quality). See id. at 82–84. Of course, this is only because of a belief that, particularly in the United States, a “right” trumps a nonrights interest that collides with it. See id. at 65. At a greater level of abstraction, even Tier One involves merit goods reasoning because it is only by appeal to some set of values that it is defensible to protect some interests (rights) above others. For an application of this argument as applied to gay marriage, see Gouram U. Jos, Note, Marital Status as Property: Toward a New Jurisprudence for Gay Rights, 41 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 509, 543–46 (2006).
I. Conclusion

In this article, I have framed the problem as one that relates to legal theory. At this point, I want to develop this position further to set up the discussion for Part V.

Many law and economics theorists privilege individualism. In virtually all of their theories, private property is sacrosanct and one of the most important rights of individuals; to some, it comes second only to personal inviolability. These theorists rely on the market as a political tool. Both Hayek and Nozick, for example, use explicitly economic reasoning to arrive at political ends. Buchanan similarly holds non-interference with market mechanisms as one of his primary legal prescriptions, while Posner, Kaplow, Shavell, and others argue that legal rules should be premised on the notion of economic efficiency.

But Part III presented the merit goods argument to illustrate a weakness in economic theory. In this section, I presented a selection of Supreme Court cases to show how the Court has limited the right to private property, one of the most important rights to the (legal) economist. If the foundations of economic theory are flawed, or at least limited, then the writings of legal and political theoreticians who are strongly influenced by economics exhibit similar shortcomings.

This claim will be examined in detail in Part V.

V. APPLICATION TO POLITICAL THEORY

The issue of interference with individuals’ preferences is an important one when considering particular strains of legal and democratic theory. It is incredibly important when considering mainstream economic theory, which holds rationally self-interested individuals as its unit of analysis. But what is the connection between economics and politics? I ended Part IV by saying that some theorists are “strongly influenced by economics.” Of course, this claim needs to be spelled out more specifically. What does such an influence entail? Which scholars exhibit that influence? After answering these questions, we can examine the limitations of these theories and the need for recognizing values, such as fairness and equity, in legal theory.

The project outlined at the outset was to show limitations of theories that consider free market mechanisms their sole end. In this section, I first explicate the connection between economic theory and legal and political theory. I consider the intuitive claim and then
examine the writings of several authors who make the connection explicitly. Next, I connect their writings, merit goods, and regulatory takings to show that the authors’ framework must be limited.

Incorporating the merit goods concept does two things. First, it illuminates the value judgments underlying all of these policy prescriptions: from Hayek, to Posner, to the Court’s formulation of the police powers. Second, I make the connection between their writings, economic theory (i.e., merit goods), and political reality (i.e., regulatory takings) to show that theoretical framework of such authors must necessarily be limited. By incorporating the concept of merit goods, we can provide justification for policies that are outside of these authors’ theories, while still retaining the majority of their prescriptive conclusions.

A. The Economic Connection

Throughout this article, I have referred in passing to “normative economics.” With this term, I refer to the traditional distinction in economics textbooks. Though relatively simplistic, this distinction is important because it underscores economists’ understanding of their work as being value-free. For example, Nicholson says that normative economics takes “a definite stance about what should be done,” while “[p]ositive economics seeks to determine how resources are in fact allocated in an economy.” Perloff maintains a similar distinction: positive economics involves scientific relationships between cause and effect, while normative economics involves value judgments about good and bad.

But is this distinction necessarily complete? Economists routinely make assumptions about individuals, behavioral characteristics, and market structures, all in the name of positive economics. Moreover, every story an economist tells includes certain (important) facts while discarding other (presumably unimportant) facts. This approach might (or might not) be helpful when evaluating, say, the costs and benefits associated with trade between two countries: economic assumptions
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216. I do not wish to discuss the relative merits of the various theorists’ prescriptions here. Suffice it to say that if the economic model upon which their theories are based—and the theories themselves—are limited, then introduction of the merit goods concept enriches their theories. Whether their conclusions (after this modification) are desirable or not can be left for the reader to decide. It is, however, likely that the theories are more likely to be seen as internally inconsistent when the concept is introduced.


underlying an economic problem are used to answer an economic question. However, a problem arises when this framework, designed to apply to a relatively narrow field of study, is used as the basis from which other policy prescriptions are made. Economics, like any other science, makes predictions based on models created with the purpose of closely mirroring real-world events. But that model of a “perfectly competitive market . . . where economic agents are fully informed and perfectly rational, is a fiction. It does not exist, nor is it even approximated, in the real economic world.”

Insofar as that model is imperfect, and every model is, to a greater or lesser extent, the economist must make decisions about how to fit data to a particular model and why. Therefore, “positive economics,” hailed by economists as telling us what “in fact” happens in the world, dispassionate and devoid of any values, is still strongly influenced by particular values and assumptions that may not always be appropriate.

It is not my intention to delve into philosophical questions regarding the objectivity of the sciences. However, I want to point out that, at least in economics, questions involving value judgments are of a much broader scope than initially might seem apparent. Indeed, even traditional equilibrium analysis supposes that Pareto-optimality ought to be valued.

It is possible to envision economic theories that do not hold the individual as the unit of analysis, that do not value efficiency, or that focus on questions of distribution rather than production. In mainstream economic theory, there are assumptions a priori that affect the theory’s conclusions. It is not surprising that there is an extraordinary degree of similarity between major economics textbooks.

Thus, the claim might be made that economics teaches a way of thinking about the world as much as it teaches empirical means of analysis. This is the point Nelson stresses, when he says that economics has become a “religion” in the United States. After working for the U.S. government, Nelson noticed that “the details of formal economic calculations had little to do with most policy decisions, [but] . . . the greatest influence of economists came through their defense of a set of values.”

Economists argued for strong self-
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220. The best argument in this regard is Francis M. Bator’s classic article. See supra note 6 and accompanying text.
221. This homogeneity has been criticized. See A Guide to What’s Wrong with Economics 21–22 (Edward Fullbrook ed., 2004).
222. Robert H. Nelson, Economics as Religion: From Samuelson to
interest in particular settings (profit-seeking in a competitive market is good) and against it in others (rent-seeking as a government employee is bad). Nelson paints the recent influence of economics in strongly religious terms, saying that “members of economic schools since Adam Smith have been the most influential priests of the modern age.”

This leads to an interesting paradox. While “the market” gives equal weight to competing value claims and is supposedly value-neutral, the very assumptions and theoretical tools that make market analysis possible are value-laden. Moreover, in terms of influence, it seems that the values that underlie the calculations conducted are more important than the calculations themselves. Whither positive economics?

**B. The Connection to Law and Political Theory**

The preceding discussion might seem beyond the scope of my analysis. In an article considering legal theory, why should we be concerned with the values that influence economics? First, there is the intuitive sense that economics influences law. Indeed, if economists who work for the government advocate particular values rather than report “hard data,” it seems that legal theorists should be even more concerned about the influence of economics. In Part II, I wrote of the hegemony of economics in the social sciences. Other authors carry this argument forward. Nelson writes that “[e]conomic efficiency has been the greatest source of social legitimacy in the United States for the past century,” and Macleod says that the “fiction [of a perfectly competitive market] exerts enormous influence in modern political theory. . . . Similarly, the ideal market enters normative political philosophy.” And as Richard Posner points out, economic analysis of law has been the dominant legal theory over the past three decades. Part III outlined a shortcoming of mainstream economic theory. If this is true, then the legitimacy of efficiency calculations is sharply limited.

But the link to legal and democratic theory can be made even more strongly. There are a significant number of democratic theorists whose writings place a high value on market-based economics. In this
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223.  *Id.* at 20.
224.  *Id.* at xv.
226.  *See infra* note 250.
section, I will examine the writings of Friedrich A. Hayek, Robert Nozick, James M. Buchanan, and Judge Richard A. Posner to show that the assumptions and outcomes of economic theories play a very significant role in legal and political theory.227

1. Friedrich A. Hayek

One of the earliest and most influential writings in the strain of right-liberalism was Friedrich A. Hayek’s THE ROAD TO SERFDOM. Published at the end of World War II, Hayek’s book came at a time when socialism was enjoying relatively broad influence around the world. Hayek’s theory was based strongly on economics; he argued that a system was to be premised on one condition, “namely, that the owner benefits from all the useful services rendered by his property and suffers for all the damages caused to others by its use.”228

Hayek’s individualistic conception of the economic realm extends to his theory of the democratic process. Individualism, he writes, must be at the core of democracies, for “[w]hen it becomes dominated by a collectivist creed, democracy will inevitably destroy itself.”229 More important for our purposes, Hayek explicitly makes a capitalistic free market a political end: “If ‘capitalism’ means here a competitive system based on free disposal over private property, it is . . . important to realize that only within this system is democracy possible.”230 Thus, Hayek not only espouses market economics but also makes the market an explicitly political tool. There is also a strong connection between Hayek’s theory and private property.231 But if the merit goods argument can be employed to limit something as fundamental as an individual’s right to private property, as it can at least in the American Constitution law, it can be used to limit other, lesser rights as well. The importance that Hayek places on private property will become important to such an analysis later.

Hayek expands the importance he places on economics later in
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227. These authors are not the only such authors, but they are among the most influential. Ronald Reagan, for example, cited Hayek as one of the thinkers who most influenced his conduct. See Chen & Hanson, supra note 16, at 13 & n.42. James M. Buchanan is a Nobel-prize winning economist, and Richard Posner has been one of the giants of the law and economics movement for the past three decades. See Adam Benforado & Jon Hanson, The Costs of Dispositionism, 64 M.D. L REV. 24, 27 (2005) (describing Posner, along with Jundo Calabresi, as a leader of the law and economics movement).

228. HAYEK, supra note 8, at 38.

229. Id. at 70.

230. Id. at 69–70.

231. See infra notes 236–37 and accompanying text.
his book. Initially, he drew a strong connection between economics and politics. Later, he makes the connection to other areas of people’s lives as well, when he writes that it is an “erroneous belief that there are purely economic ends separate from the other ends of life.”

Since there are no such things as “purely economic ends,” everything can be analyzed in economic terms. Hayek leaves no doubt on this point, writing that, strictly speaking, “there is no ‘economic motive’ but only economic factors conditioning our striving for other ends.”

Hayek uses this argument to take on critics who contend that people are not motivated by economic (i.e., monetary) factors. He acknowledges that this may be true and that individuals might have other reasons for acting as they do. But he contends that it is precisely a free market system, which gives equal weight to competing value claims, that allows them to do so. In other words, a free market allows individuals to order their own preferences. If I prefer some noneconomic end, I am allowed to do so precisely because the market allows for competing value claims. Moreover, since it is the market structure that allows such claims, economic analysis can apply even when the ends in question are noneconomic. This, of course, further establishes the free market as a political end.

Finally, lest there be any doubt in the reader’s mind that Hayek is taking economics to be the only means by which social goals of any sort can be realized, he proclaims, “[i]t may sound noble to say, ‘Damn economics, let us build up a decent world’—but it is, in fact, merely irresponsible.”

As one might expect from a theorist who espouses economics, Hayek is staunchly in favor of the right to private property. He writes that “the system of private property is the most important guaranty of freedom . . . . It is only because the control of the means of production is divided among many people acting independently that nobody has complete power over us, that we as individuals can decide what to do with ourselves.” Later, he quotes Max Eastman as saying that the free market and private property were the preconditions for the evolution of all democratic freedoms.
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2. Robert Nozick

In ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA, Robert Nozick updates the case for a minimal state. Such a state, which adjudicates disputes and protects individuals’ rights, is “the most extensive state that can be justified. Any state more extensive violates people’s rights.”

Nozick’s libertarian position is rather extensively spelled out in his book. In doing so, he presents a variety of arguments, counterarguments, and responses. As with my analysis of Hayek, it is not my intention to explore all of these completely. Nor is it my goal to provide a comprehensive critique of libertarianism. Instead, I want to examine those aspects of Nozick’s theory that are influenced by economics in order to show how his theory, by failing to recognize the merit goods argument, is limited.

Nozick envisions a state of nature which ultimately results in some initial distribution of property. After this point, property can only be acquired by one of two means: a just acquisition (mixing one’s labor with theretofore unclaimed property), or a just transfer (a sale or gift). Any other means of transfer would be illegitimate.

This point is important by Nozick’s formulation, limiting someone’s property rights for some extra-economic end (quality of life, historic preservation, and environmental protection, etc.) seems to be a violation of her rights. The regulatory takings cases where the Court did not compensate would then appear to be illegitimate under this theory since they do not meet either of the principles of transfer noted above.

Nozick is insistent upon this point, saying that “redistribution [of property or money] is a serious matter indeed, involving, as it does, the violation of people’s rights.” This statement is important in two respects. First, most obviously Nozick is stating his position against redistribution of property (we can see how a limitation of land use to favor some more than others may be considered “redistributive” in the loosest of senses). Second, he is explicitly stating that such a redistribution is illegitimate because it interferes with inviolable rights. In other words, not compensating a regulatory taking would be illegitimate in the minimal state. In the context of the Penn Central case, New York City’s Landmarks Law required property owners to maintain their historical properties. To Nozick, such a forced

238. NOZICK, supra note 8, at 149.
239. See id. at 151.
240. Id. at 168.
contribution is tantamount to forced labor.\textsuperscript{241}

Nozick uses the term “patterned principles of distributive justice” to refer to centralized planning goals.\textsuperscript{242} While the phrase is used in the context of capitalist versus socialist economies, it applies to this case study as well. Land use regulations involve some element of planning in the name of some distributional principle. Saline County, Kansas, for example, wanted breweries to be distributed in a particular way (namely, not at all), while the Village of Euclid wanted a particular distribution of residential and commercial land. To Nozick, these rules would be illegitimate because “patterned principles of distributive justice involve appropriating the actions of other persons”; they force one to work for another’s benefit.\textsuperscript{243}

Nozick’s language and ideas indicate a strong economic influence. Indeed, in Nelson’s words, we might say Nozick is advocating an “economic” set of values. But the connection is even stronger. This can be seen through Nozick’s references to “the market.” Intuitively, it would seem that the market is an institution comprised of individuals who buy and sell goods. But Nozick makes the market a political tool, saying that it is a way to achieve noninterference with individuals’ values, since “the market is neutral among persons’ desires.”\textsuperscript{244} Indeed, just as the market is neutral but confers benefits upon individuals in varying, unequal degrees, so too is Nozick’s minimal state. Though it is neutral among its citizens’ values and desires, it is differentially beneficial in that some citizens are made better off than others by its framework.\textsuperscript{245}

3. James M. Buchanan

In \textit{The Calculus of Consent}, Nobel laureate James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tullock provide a theory of collective action and organization. This theory, they say at the outset is “about the political organization of a society of free men . . . derived, essentially, from the discipline that has as its subject the economic organization of such a society.”\textsuperscript{246} Their theory of political choice and collective action, they say, is “analogous to the orthodox [i.e., neoclassical] economic
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theory of markets." But Buchanan and Tullock are not as cavalier as the typical micro-theory textbook author when it comes to their assumptions. Their model, they note, is based on the assumption that humans are “utility-maximizing” rational actors. This entire approach, they are careful to note, “must embody philosophical commitments.”

Buchanan is yet another author who explicitly takes economics and applies it to noneconomic phenomena. While most economists are silent about the ethical underpinnings to their theory, Buchanan and Tullock are not. Recognizing the role of philosophical commitments, Buchanan and Tullock make explicit the ethical judgments that are at the foundation of their (and everyone else’s) theory.

4. Richard A. Posner

Perhaps the best-known legal economist, and certainly one of the most influential, is Judge Richard A. Posner. In 1972, then-Professor Posner published his textbook, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW (he was appointed to the federal bench by President Ronald Reagan in 1981). Three decades later, the book is still popular among legal scholars. As Posner points out, the law and economics movement has, in those intervening decades, “outlasted legal realism, legal process, and every other one of the twentieth century’s new fields of legal scholarship.” And that’s not all—the field “shows no signs of abating.” Any discussion of economic and legal theory, then, must account for Judge Posner’s arguments.

Like the authors mentioned above, Posner explicitly adopts economic reasoning to explain, describe, and propose legal rules. Indeed, the very project is designed to dispel the myth that “economics is the study of inflation, unemployment, business cycles, and other mysterious macroeconomic phenomena remote from the day-to-day concerns of the legal system. Actually the domain of economics is much broader.”

247. Id. at 17.
248. Id. at 265.
249. Id.
250. POSNER, supra note 6, at 28.
251. Id.
252. Id. at 3. Of course, one might ask why the domain of economics is broader. It is worth noting the last two sentences of Posner’s book. After puzzling over the fact that rules regarding interrogation of criminal suspects may not be cost-justified, he writes: “So law and economics are not perfectly congruent after all. But you knew that.” Id. at 716.
Posner’s legal analysis derives fundamentally from economic theory. The first chapter of the book is an introduction to economics, and economic reasoning underlies the rest of the book. Posner covers fields as diverse as contracts, family law, constitutional law, and evidence. He does so to illustrate “the congruence between the doctrines of the common law and the principle of economic efficiency.”

Unlike Hayek, Nozick, or even Buchanan and Tullock, Posner does not argue that the market should per se be the end of legal policy. Instead, he argues that the common law is and has been geared toward economic efficiency, and that “the common law is best (not perfectly) explained as a system for maximizing the wealth of society.” This norm of utility maximization stems from “[t]he basic [economic] assumption . . . [of] a disposition to choose, consciously or unconsciously, an apt means to whatever ends the chooser happens to have.” Posner is careful to bracket the normative aspects of the theory off from the positive. While an economist “cannot tell society whether it should seek to limit theft, he can show that it would be inefficient to allow unlimited theft.”

There is one final point to be made about Posner’s analysis. While Pareto-optimality underlies economic theory, Posner acknowledges, as many do, that “[t]he conditions for Pareto superiority are almost never satisfied in the real world.” Instead, Posner employs the “less austere concept” of Kaldor-Hicks efficiency. But even under this scheme, the “winners could compensate the losers”; as such, society is presumed to be better off and the transaction is desirable from a social welfare perspective.

My discussion of Posner is intended to be illustrative rather than exhaustive with regard to law and economics scholarship. However, the key insight of this section is that Posner’s economic analysis of law

This is a cute closing, but one that masks the problems under the surface. I have tried to bring some of these problems, those involving ethical judgments, to light in this article.
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turns on the same assumptions that Hayek, Nozick, and Buchanan and Tullock employ. Indeed, a wide variety of other law and economics scholars share these same fundamental tenets. Thus, while Posner is but one of many authors in the law and economics field, the characteristics of his analysis are common to virtually all such scholars.

Posner’s analysis is primarily positive (though even this carries with it implicit value judgments); Kaplow and Shavell take the analysis one step further and argue for a normative system in which legal rules are explicitly and exclusively welfare-maximizing: “notions of fairness like corrective justice should receive no independent weight in the assessment of legal rules.” The merit goods argument, applied to law and economics below, applies to both positive and normative economics but with more force to the latter.

As I conclude this section, I want to clarify my project. There are a number of ways in which people can, and have, objected to various aspects of the theories of all of these authors. It is not my intention to do so here or even to survey those criticisms. Instead, I want to note that for all of these authors, economics is adopted as the end of social, legal, and political life. The purpose of my paper is not to raise an objection to the nature of capitalism itself or even to the connection between capitalism and democracy. However, as the merit goods argument has shown, mainstream economic theory devises the note of value judgments in its traditional framework. Thus, when policies require some set of values to be adopted (say, toward the end of historical preservation), economics is unable to deal with the matter on its own terms. As our survey of regulatory takings cases shows, there is a trend in Supreme Court decisions indicating that our legal system favors a distinction between legal and economic questions. After providing theoretical and empirical reasons why economic theory and political theory do not coincide, it seems inappropriate to consider the free market to be the sole basis for, or goal of, legal theory. While the market may be a means toward other goals, it merely embodies one set of values that must compete with others in law and in politics.

C. The Connection to Merit Goods

Part III outlined the merit goods argument in order to illustrate a

shortcoming in mainstream economic theory: questions of ethics are outside the scope of economics. We can see how this works by considering, for example, Nozick’s statement that “the market is neutral among persons’ desires.” If this is true, “the market” serves both morally-desirable and morally-undesirable ends equally: actions that hinder public health, safety, welfare, or morals are just as possible, and appropriate, as those that further them. When phrased this way, we see explicitly that the police powers are essentially a remedy for an economic shortcoming.

A variety of authors confirm this intuition. Pindyck and Rubinfeld, in their textbook on microeconomic theory, say that “[w]hen value judgments are involved, microeconomics cannot tell us what the best policy is.” More interesting for our purpose is Miceli and Segerson’s analysis of regulatory takings. Their book provides a comprehensive treatment of regulation and compensation, using economic analysis to determine when compensation is and is not appropriate. But even they note at the outset that while they adopt traditional efficiency approaches to takings questions, “in many cases efficiency alone does not generate a unique solution to the takings question.” Specifically, economic analysis does not typically consider “the distributional or fairness aspects of the problem.”

Thus, the problem identified at the outset of this study is increasingly intertwined with legal theory. First, the merit goods problem cannot be solved without adopting an interdisciplinary approach to economics questions at the level of collective goods. Second, efficiency analysis alone is not always adequate for answering certain policy questions, including regulatory takings. But might this analysis somehow still be incomplete? Are the cases I have chosen to illustrate merit goods reasoning the exception to the rule? Are there other cases where efficiency analysis is adequate and merit goods are

262. This not to say that, even in its “purest” form, economics does not involve ethical questions. It is only to say that the discipline of economics, insofar as it excludes the merit goods concept, is unable to answer them.
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irrelevant?

Although an exhaustive survey is beyond the scope of my study, there are two answers. On an empirical level, Miceli and Segerson seem to indicate that this is the not the case. For example, in their discussion of *Penn Central*, they note that “it would be very difficult to collect from all passersby who enjoy looking at the [historic] building in its preserved state, and virtually impossible to collect from all those who derive benefits simply from knowing that it has been preserved.”\(^{268}\) It is hard to think of a better example of a market failure at the public goods level which requires government intervention. But it is not simply a question of (ostensibly positive) economics. The authors also note that the Supreme Court asserted that land speculators are not entitled to protection under the takings clause since they “are engaged in a socially undesirable activity”\(^{269}\)—clearly a value judgment and, therefore, an invocation of merit goods.

There is also an answer sounding in theory. While economics values choice and consent, there are certain elements of the system that are protected with inalienability rules. Private property, binding contracts, and a judiciary fall into this category. Adam Smith writes that free markets must obey the “laws of justice,”\(^{270}\) and Nozick writes that a minimal state must adjudicate disputes.\(^{271}\) How? Whose justice? What dispute? Under which rules? At every turn, these authors impose upon their systems answers to these and myriad other questions and deny any right to “opt out.” Thus, even at this most basic level, there are strong merit goods interferences with “free choice.”\(^{272}\)

**D. Economics Revisited**

By now, the connection between legal theory and merit goods should be clearer. Let us assume that value judgments are required in law. If one’s political theory lacks theoretical apparatus by which value judgments are made—if one’s theory is based in economics—then the theory would be unable to account for a wide range of public policies. But would this really be problematic? True, historic preservation might be outside the scope of, say, Hayek’s theory. But

\(^{268}\) Id. at 181.
\(^{269}\) Id. at 179.
\(^{270}\) See ADAM SMITH, AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE WEALTH OF NATIONS 651 (1952).
\(^{271}\) NOZICK, supra 8, at 149.
\(^{272}\) VER EECKE, supra note 25; see also supra notes 101–02 and accompanying text.
what if all goods of this kind, all merit goods, are dismissed as illegitimate?

This is simply not the case. Each of the authors examined above has points in his presentation that implicitly rely on the merit goods concept. I start again with Hayek.

In another one of his books, INDIVIDUALISM AND THE ECONOMIC ORDER, Hayek writes that “many of the institutions on which human achievements rest have arisen and are functioning without a designing and directing mind . . . [T]he spontaneous collaboration of free men often creates things which are greater than their individual minds can ever fully comprehend.”

This, of course, is the classical “invisible hand” explanation, first popularized (as Hayek notes) by Adam Smith.274 But as explicated here by Hayek, there seems to be a socially desirable end in mind. In other words, markets are not left unregulated, individuals are not left “free,” only for a deeper philosophical reason; rather, it is ostensibly the best way to produce the highest level of social utility. Hayek explicates this further, saying that Smith’s system was not designed to cater to what man might achieve at his best; rather, it was designed to be “a system under which bad men can do least harm.”275 In a system such as Smith’s, Hayek contends that “man could be induced, by his own choice and from the motives which determined his ordinary conduct, to contribute as much as possible to the need of all others.”276

This line of argument is interesting: Hayek seems to be implying that the market is merely a tool for some social end. Although other writings of his (as examined earlier) suggest a different conclusion, it would appear that at its most basic level, Hayek’s theory relies on merit goods. Specifically, if the system is fashioned so that men “contribute as much as possible to the need of all others,” then it is conceivable, at least, that a policy that burdened some more than others (to use the language from Penn Central) contributed more to the satisfaction of the needs of society than one which was Pareto-optimal (or even Kaldor-Hicks-optimal). Thus, even Hayek’s strongly individualistic theory requires the concept of merit goods.

So too with Nozick, whose view on property rights derives from
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the Lockean proviso. This view justifies transfers of property (1) if one mixes his labor with unappropriated property, or (2) if a fair transfer of property takes place. However, Locke places an interesting constraint on these transfers. He says that there must be “enough and as good left” in common for others. It is possible to conceive of a case where I buy a plot of land and ruin it aesthetically and environmentally. We can imagine that there is neither enough, nor as good, of an environment in the area after my negligence as there was before. Thus, the very proviso through which Nozick frames property rights requires a merit goods justification, on that can also be used to justify merit goods interference to require environmental protection or historic preservation.

Nozick also says that one could object to the minimal state by saying that it is nonneutral with regard to its citizens. For example, a law might be instituted against rape. Such a law would clearly be disparate in its benefits and costs since all potential victims of rape benefit while all potential rapists are harmed (in a strict utility-measuring sense). Moreover, since the overwhelming majority of rapists are male and the overwhelming majority of rape victims are female, it might be said that the law confers differential benefits based on sex. But is this really nonneutral? Nozick does not seem to think so. The law is neutral, he says, because there is “an independent reason for prohibiting rape [which is that] . . . people have a right to control their own bodies, to choose their sexual partners, and to be secure against physical force and its threat.”

All of these are perfectly legitimate reasons for prohibiting rape. Nozick calls these independent justifications; prohibitions that are independently justifiable but work out to affect different persons differently can still be considered neutral. But note what Nozick does not say. He has made a moral judgment that deems one thing right (self-control over one’s body) and another wrong (physical force). Similarly, when he says that the minimal state can be considered neutral because there are independently justifiable reasons, values, for its existence, he is again making a moral judgment
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and imposing it on a given populace. Even in Nozick’s strongly libertarian theory, there are elements of merit goods reasoning.

Buchanan and Tullock’s theory similarly requires the merit goods concept. In a section entitled “Democratic Ethics and Economic Efficiency,” the authors puzzle over the inability of economics to make ethical determinations. Since their theory very explicitly takes economic theory and turns it into political theory, their vision of the state seems like it would be limited by this inability. They consider a case where one individual successfully initiates collective action against another person (or group) since he was experiencing some negative utility. Taken to an extreme, this would mean that everyone would attempt to initiate collective action to force others to adopt his conception of the good. This is problematic (among other reasons) since there is no theoretical name by which they can classify such action.

Buchanan and Tullock brush the problem aside, saying that there is usually “sufficient standardization of moral values over the population of a community” so that such problems do not arise. However, even if this is true, they recognize the larger problem that there is no “dividing line between the many trading or exchange activities that are generally accepted” and those that are not. It is therefore clear that the theory would be much more complete if the merit goods concept were introduced. The value judgment involved in a decision about which exchanges are accepted and which are not is a merit goods decision. A trade or exchange that is prohibited can be considered a pure demerit good (say, banning illicit drugs or prostitution). The concept of merit goods then becomes the theoretical tool by which the distinction is made; it is the “dividing line” they seek.

But while Buchanan and Tullock claim in their book that there is no “dividing line” between acceptable and unacceptable market transactions, an article by Buchanan suggests otherwise. In Fairness, Hope, and Justice, he says that one’s “claims to holdings [can] be interpreted and understood as one component in the outcome of what we might agree is a fair game.” What then are the rules that need to be imposed on a free market so that the economic “game” can be considered fair?
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Buchanan identifies four factors that influence one’s economic outcome: (1) choices, (2) birth, (3) luck, and (4) effort. But while an individual deserves what comes of his effort and choices, she has no control over her birth status or luck. Since social policy cannot feasibly affect outcomes based on luck, Buchanan examines the role of birth. Birth is something that the individual cannot control and has not earned but that plays a very large role in her success. Therefore, Buchanan proposes imposing certain “handicaps” to neutralize the effect of birth as much as possible. Specifically, he proposes a heavy inheritance tax, even though “such taxes are Pareto-inefficient” and a subsidy of public education, so as to mitigate as much as possible the natural differences arising from birth.

Buchanan acknowledges that the proposals he is making are inefficient. Moreover, he notes that they are not even public goods; to classify them as such would “shift[] attention away from the central issues.” To Buchanan, the central issue here is not economic efficiency or even the provision of positive public externalities. Rather, it is the concept of “fairness,” raised earlier, that drives Buchanan’s theory. In other words, Buchanan is making a value judgment to override market mechanisms, delineating some transactions (inheritances) as less normatively desirable than others (education). Buchanan claims that the rules of fairness are effecting a change in market structure before the game is played at the beginning of an individual’s life, and therefore, interference is negligible. Yet, he cannot deny that he is using merit goods reasoning to make his case. Finally, as he noted at the outset of his book, the economic theory “must embody philosophical commitments.” These are, of course, value judgments—merit goods.

Finally, the legal economists’ theories are similarly lacking, failing to recognize the merit goods concept. On one level, this claim should be the most intuitive by this point. Part III, which developed the merit goods argument, applies to economic theory; since authors like Posner are simply engaging in economic analysis, the argument is equally applicable to them.

But a bit more needs to be said. Posner, for example, considers the Pareto criterion to be based on “unanimity;” after all, A would not
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sell his wood carving to \( B \) for $100 unless they both assented to it.\(^{291}\) But there are a whole set of background assumptions regarding which \( A \) and \( B \) are not asked for their consent. If \( B \) backs out of paying for the carving, \( A \) can bring him to court where a judge will enforce the contract. If \( B \) steals the carving, \( A \) can sue him for a tort conversion claim or press criminal charges. In none of these cases is \( B \) permitted to “opt out” of the regime.\(^{292}\)

When pressed, a legal economist might agree that there is, in fact, imposition; indeed, all court-ordered judgments are backed by the coercive power of the state. However, the court is simply determining \textit{ex post} the same arrangement that the parties would have contracted to \textit{ex ante} if they had access to full information. The court “attempts to reconstruct the likely terms of a market transaction . . . to mimic or simulate the market.”\(^{293}\)

But even Posner’s market-mimicking legal system has problems. Posner himself admits that the Kaldor-Hicks criterion does not have a clearly-defined “ethical basis.”\(^{294}\) Although the Pareto criterion is premised on utilitarianism,\(^{295}\) this hardly solves the problem. After all, critiques of utilitarianism abound, from Kant to Rawls, and beyond.

Posner recognizes this, at least implicitly, in his introduction to the concept of efficiency. Efficiency, he writes, is premised on utility, which in turn is based on maximization of individuals’ happiness.\(^{296}\) But Posner acknowledges that “most people don’t believe—and there is no way to prove them wrong—that maximizing happiness . . . is or should be one’s object in life.”\(^{297}\) But this hardly answers the question! If \textit{most} people don’t believe in merely maximizing happiness, then on what ethical basis are the courts taking it as their duty to \textit{force} people to do so? In moral words, if people aren’t utilitarians, why should courts force them to be?

Posner provides a justification for the Kaldor-Hicks model, saying that wealth maximization is desirable because “the things that wealth makes possible . . . are major ingredients of most people’s happiness, so that wealth maximization is instrumental to utility
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maximization.  But notice the tension between this statement and the one just pages before: if “most” people don’t believe that happiness is the only thing that matters, then what difference does it make if wealth maximization furthers that goal? Put another way, maybe another regime, one not rooted in individual wealth maximization, would better serve what people truly want instead of what Posner and legal economists assume they want.

At heart, this is an empirical question and a philosophical question. The goal of my project is not to determine what people truly want or even how to efficiently deliver some agreed-upon end. Instead, it is simply to point out that even Posner’s economic analysis of law rests fundamentally on imposing certain moral views (utilitarianism, wealth maximization) at the expense of others. By Posner’s own admission, this end goal runs counter to what he thinks most people believe. There may be nothing wrong with utilitarianism, and perhaps it is the best way to frame policy decisions. But anything that stems from such a premise is undoubtedly based on merit goods reasoning. The door is thus open: if these conceptions of the good are allowed in, why not others?

E. Nature of the Critique

It should be very clearly noted that economics does, and should, have a place in contemporary public policymaking. Economic and econometric techniques can be extremely powerful tools in analyzing and predicting social phenomena. However, in this article, I have contended that economic theory is incomplete in the sense that it is unable to distinguish between competing moral claims. While this still constitutes a critique of economic theory, it is different from others. Here, I will briefly survey various critiques of economic theory and explain how my discussion is different.

The first type of critique seeks to invalidate the unit of analysis of economics. At its core, micro-theory is about the actions of rationally self-interested atomistic actors. However, several people have criticized this fundamental unit. Lowi, for example, criticizes what he
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calls an “interest-group liberalism,” in which the primary political actors are not individuals, but rather the political pressure groups to which they belong. Similarly, Etzioni writes that individuals must be understood “within the context of their collectivities.” In other words, these authors contend that the autonomous individual should not be the central figure in economic thinking, challenging the premise that economics can be understood as the actions of “atomistic actors.”

A second type of critique of economics speaks to the behavioral foundations of economic theory. One famous proponent of this position is Amartya Sen, whose article *Rational Fools* criticized the assumption that humans were always “rationally self-interested” actors. Jane Mansbridge’s collection of essays entitled *Beyond Self-Interest* draws on a variety of disciplines to make this same point: self-interest is not always what motivates individuals. Note here that both Sen and Mansbridge accept that the individual can be the unit of analysis; they simply deny that he always behaves like *homo oeconomicus*.

The third critique I consider is the one Nelson presents: that the primary function of economists in policymaking fields is not to analyze data or give reports; rather, they advocate simply for viewing the world as comprised of rationally self-interested atomistic actors. Turning Nelson’s observation into a normative statement, we might even say that economic theory *ought to* advocate a set of values and abandon its calculations altogether.

Finally, there is the critique that draws on all of these. As Jon Hanson has argued persuasively, people are not dispositionist, rational actors; instead, they are “situational character[s].” Hanson’s is a much broader empirical critique of economics.

My project in this article is none of these. Instead, I accept the

---
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unit of analysis, the behavioral assumptions, and the calculative and predictive power of contemporary economics. However, I contend that, as the merit goods argument shows, there are certain economic policies, collectively-decided actions that involve value judgments, that are inherently outside the scope of positive or normative economics. Therefore, what was initially a critique of economic theory has evolved into a critique of the theories of authors who use economics as the basis of their legal and political policy.\footnote{While I find the other critiques persuasive, one need not necessarily do so to accept merit goods. I do, however, believe that economics is of limited utility and has far outgrown its initial value now that scholars in the field have decided, seemingly by fiat, that “the domain of economics is much broader” than it was initially. See supra note 252.}

F. Conclusion

In this section, I have outlined the aspects of theorists who rely on economic theory for their prescriptive framework. In doing so, I showed that these authors put forth views that are limited in the same way that economic theory is limited. In Parts III and IV, I sought to expand the concept of merit goods from the economic to the legal realm. Even if a given theory cannot be expanded to include the concept of merit goods, I have shown that the authors’ own reasoning either requires it or already involves it implicitly.

Moreover, the purely economic way of thinking is not determinative even of Supreme Court decisions that relate to an economist’s most inviolable right, private property. In this section, I demonstrated how various right-liberals predicate their political views on neoclassical economic theory. Although it can be shown that these are implicitly merit goods arguments, there is one remaining task: to show how the theoretical framework must necessarily be expanded if they are to be complete, both theoretically and in terms of our reality.

VI. A NEW PARADIGM

Over the course of this article, I have touched on themes in economic theory, constitutional law, and political theory to build a case for the introduction of the concept of merit goods into the law. In this final section, I want to demonstrate the necessity of the concept and the means by which legal theory, left-liberalism, and right-liberalism can be enriched by the inclusion of this new concept.
A. Economic Theory and Political Theory

Part II showed a failing of economic theory at the point at which ethical decisions became necessary. While Musgrave and others provided various characterizations of the new concept of merit goods, I, tracking Ver Eecke’s argument, have defined the concept broadly, showing that a (de)merit good is one that public authorities, through a value judgment, determine should be consumed at higher (lower) than market rates. But how does this conceptual definition relate to law?

First, a wide variety of authors are strongly influenced by economics, even these right-liberals make arguments involving merit goods reasoning. Whether we are discussing Nozick’s “independent reasons” for a differentially beneficial rule, Buchanan’s “fair game,” Hayek’s argument for a strong legal system, or Posner’s decision to adopt utilitarian morals, every author makes ethical judgments in his theory. Moreover, the judgments involve an imposition that will necessarily make people worse off and might even leave society “worse off” on net.

Thus, the case can be made rather easily that the authors surveyed make implicit merit goods arguments. But to make that claim, while important in clarifying terms, is not all that impressive; it simply gives a name to something that did not have a name to begin with. However, the problem runs deeper. Every single one of these authors treats the perfectly competitive, unregulated free market as a noneconomic end. In this process, economics encompasses law, political theory, and ethics. An earlier examination of the merit goods argument showed a failing of economic theory to adequately consider value judgments. If merit goods show the limits of economic theory, and if those limits are at the point of ethical decision-making, and these authors’ theories involve some element of ethical decision-making, then these authors’ theories must be limited in the same way that economic theory is limited.

Theory is a tool that empowers and disempowers. In the Introduction, I said that merit goods are patently illegitimate in mainstream economic theory. Insofar as these authors rely on mainstream economics for their political theories, the policies they advocate are illegitimate to them as well. This is true for positive legal economics (“economic analysis of law”) as well as for normative legal economics (which argues that utility-maximization should be at the heart of legal rules).

307. See supra Part IV.
B. Our Constitutional Reality

True, the skeptical reader might admit, these authors’ theories involve implicit merit good reasoning. But what if we bracket off that portion of the theory? Everything else seems to remain intact. The theories are internally consistent and offer prescriptions for a wide array of other social policies upon which I have not even touched.

This objection is legitimate and deserves some consideration. After all, it is not exactly an achievement to show that the only failing of (say) Nozick’s theory is that he did not use the phrase “merit goods.” Again, however, that is just symptomatic of a deeper problem. All of the theorists surveyed above employ value judgments at some point in their theory. If an ethical imposition is permissible to determine the rules of a “fair game” (as Buchanan might say) or to decide to adhere to utilitarian ethics (as Posner suggests), then why not in other situations?

We can make this question even stronger by observing a particularly salient example from our legal reality. Since 1887, the Supreme Court has ruled in a trend that strongly favors a rule of no compensation in regulatory takings cases. Indeed, Miceli and Segerson note that less than 10% of regulatory takings cases were ruled takings by state supreme courts and just one-third were so ruled by the U.S. Supreme Court.308 From Mugler to Tahoe, the Court has consistently ruled in a way that has never given complete and unequivocal weight to purely economic calculations of cost and benefit. In other words, even when the cases in question involve the taking of one’s private property, a fundamentally economic category, the courts have preferred a more comprehensive consideration that holds economic factors to be just one consideration among many others including, but not limited to, the public welfare and morals. Indeed, as the merit goods argument showed, the Court’s doctrine is explained as a continual process of making and re-evaluating value judgments about the meaning of one’s right to private property.

Now the crack grows wider: if the courts have consistently favored the limitation of property rights on the basis of some other social “good,” then there are a large number of public policies that are outside the scope of these authors’ theories. My contention is that it would be better to revise the theories in question to accommodate

308. MICELI & SEGERSON, supra note 266, at 5. The time frame is 1990–1995 for state cases and 1979–1994 for U.S. Supreme Court cases. See id. These time periods leave out the early twentieth century, when courts rarely even recognized regulatory takings. See id. If they did, the percentages would be even lower.
such developments. Of course, the instinctive response of purists is to move in just the opposite direction, insisting on the illegitimacy of merit goods and all property use limitations. The reason for doing that is undercut, I believe, by a careful study of what the proponents of such theories themselves already do in practice. For the people who espouse such theories themselves routinely make implicit merit goods arguments within the context of their own theories. Whether they explicitly acknowledge it or not, value judgments are unavoidable.

C. The Solution

Thus far I have identified shortcomings in economic theory and the strands of right-liberalism that place a high value on economic thinking. But we should be careful not to throw the baby out with the bathwater. Economic theory has tremendous explanatory power and it helps reduce complex problems to mathematical formulae. Right-liberalism (if somewhat tempered) enjoys widespread acceptance in the United States; the Lockean tradition strongly influenced the founding of the United States and is manifest in the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. If economic theory and its derivative political theories fail at a given point, are they rendered useless?

Not necessarily. In framing my critique of economic theory, I am not challenging the unit of analysis (individuals), the assumptions underlying the models (rational self-interest), or the output of the models (empirical calculation of social phenomena).

Similarly, in framing my critique of right-liberal democratic theory, I am not challenging the individualism, the bias against socialist or centralized planning, or the relative lack of concern with the outcome of the system. Instead, I am demonstrating a limitation that occurs at one very specific point: when ethical decision-making must be introduced into economics.

This opens the door for policymaking that acknowledges value judgments. First, the economic system itself involves values imposition. Second, those authors who employ economic thinking implicitly acknowledge that their theories involve certain baseline values that must necessarily be imposed. Finally, our constitutional history indicates that even with regard to private property, the most fundamental economic right, value judgments and interference with

309. Others, of course, have leveled such broad critiques very persuasively. See generally Hanson & Yosifon, supra note 93 (arguing against the entire neoclassical economic model of human behavior, relying largely on evidence from social psychology).
preferences are common place.

Merit goods are unique because they retain the foundations of economic theory while carving out a theoretical space to expand it, an expansion that comes in law, politics, and philosophy. While other political theorists (Mansbridge and MacIntyre, for example) level criticisms against economic theory as well, they do not do so from “within.” In THE CALCULUS OF CONSENT, Buchanan and Tullock write about the difference between economic theorists and political theorists:

When economic or market activity is observed to result in the imposition of costs on parties outside the exchange relationship, economists have tended to call attention to the “inefficiency” in over-all resource usage that this organizational arrangement generates. They seem rarely to have brought into question the morality or ethics of the individuals participating in such activity.

By contrast, the student of political [and legal] processes . . . has not considered the inefficiency aspects seriously. Instead he has . . . sought to accomplish reform through a regeneration of individual motives. Ethical and not structural reforms tend to be emphasized.\(^{310}\)

The concept of merit goods bridges that chasm and places the questions which economics is unable to answer in the realm of law and politics.

Merit goods are broadly applicable in legal theory. First, they provide a theoretical bridge by which the left-liberal can advocate inefficient policies. For example, a Rawlsian map of primary goods can be considered to be merit-good interferences in market processes. Ensuring that differences in society are arranged to benefit those who are worse off can be considered another such merit-good interference. But the second sphere of applicability of merit goods, the one on which I have focused in this article, comes in right-liberalism and traditional law and economics. Right-liberalism need not be limited henceforth by the limitations of economic theory; by including the concept of merit goods, libertarian policies that were suspect (say, a commitment to free, compulsory public education) can be justified. Moreover, the right-liberal can expand her theory to include policies that were heretofore necessary but theoretically suspect. Many citizens of Haddonfield, NJ, might be individualistic. Yet they espouse a policy that prevents the owner of a building from renting office

\(^{310}\) BUCHANAN & TULLOCK, *supra* note 8, at 280–81.
space to a lawyer if he wants to occupy a particular floor on a particular street. How can this be justified? Washingtonians live and work minutes from monuments that honor men who believed firmly that individuals should determine their own ends. Yet a landowner in the District of Columbia cannot build whatever he wants within city limits; the Height of Buildings Act from 1899 prevents him. These are but a sampling of the other contradictions in public policy that abound in our culture. How can we resolve them?

In the absence of merit goods, a large number of needed policies are rendered suspect. Even if we reject those policies, economists’ theories are themselves based on value judgments. Finally, even if we reject those theorists, our constitutional reality endorses such value judgments. The merit goods concept resolves these inconsistencies and enriches these theories. Without the concept, right-liberals cannot account for interferences such as those mentioned throughout this paper, and left-liberals cannot justify their post-market objectives in market terms. While it is true that there need not be a dialogue between economics and politics, one cannot help but think that some such discourse is preferable to an argument in which two people are speaking past each other. In the Introduction, I wrote that economists, political theorists, and legal scholars are speaking different “languages.” While the concept of merit goods may not be a Rosetta Stone, it certainly helps mediate among disciplines. It illuminates the value judgments inherent in policy and renders debate more intellectually honest. At its acme, the merit goods concept enriches legal, economic, and political theory. It provides a way to explain existing policy and helps bridge the gap between theory and reality.